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INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, in the context of globalization and cultural diversity, issues of 

international interaction, cultural contact and self-identification represent more and 

more interest for the scientific community.  

Determining the place of an individual in society, understanding oneself and the 

dimensions of a personality is the key question each person tries to answer. 

However, understanding of oneself is not feasible solely through the personal, that 

is, a person’s own self, since identity is directly influenced by the connection with 

the outside world, the interaction with society, and the relationship with culture, 

inherited or the one in which people find themselves. Cultural identity is 

understood as a person’s self-awareness within a particular culture. In turn, culture 

is represented by the attitude to different aspects of life, which are considered the 

norm for a representative of a particular culture. In addition to this, cultural identity 

is regarded as multifaceted since it consists of ethnic, religious, social and family 

dimensions, which are among the defining. 

It is the ever-present ambiguity of the definition of cultural identity that has 

become one of the reasons for growing scientific interest towards this notion. In 

various spheres of knowledge there are attempts to clarify the concept of identity 

and introduce it into analytics in a new and specified quality, that is, as a 

psychological, sociological, ethnocultural concept, etc. This situation to a certain 

extent has become a theoretical challenge within the anthropological paradigm in 

which the phenomenon of the individual and related anthropological and cultural 

practices is a field of research. 

This research paper is devoted to the study of the manifestation of cultural identity 

and its hybridity as seen in the work of multicultural British literature in 

postcolonial context of modernity. The topic of this study is relevant in the light of 

the specifics of British multiculturalism, its historical background and the role it 
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plays in issues related to the identity of people and communities who currently 

form part of British society. 

Multiculturalism and its consequences have been particularly relevant for British 

society since the second half of the 21st century. In many ways, it was the 

experience of settling relations between the British authorities and the colonies that 

formed the basis of migration policy in Great Britain in the late 20th – early 21st 

centuries. Since the post-war as well as the postcolonial period, the image of 

modern Britain has been constantly changing as a result of migration processes, the 

integration of migrants into British society, as well as the emergence of 

multicultural communities and practices. It is important to emphasize that modern 

Great Britain is not only a product of events that have occurred over the past 50 

years, but also a reflection of a number of factors (globalization, modern politics, 

international conflicts, economic development, migration flows to the West and the 

new position of culture and religion in the world community), each playing an 

significant role in the formation of collective and personal identities. 

The multifaceted study of the diverse nature of modern British society is reflected 

in multicultural literature, important for the formulation of varied cultural 

experiences. Several generations of postcolonial British writers with the help of 

literary images narrate the challenges that migrants and representatives of 

diasporas face. Contemporary literary works that have appeared under the 

influence of these authors can only be understood if you look at international 

migration processes and their results, including the gap between the so-called first, 

second and third worlds, poverty, manifestations of intolerance and loss or 

transformation of cultural identity.  

The relevance of the chosen topic and the scope of its research are due to the fact 

that gradual integration of representatives of different cultures into a dialogue with 

the world community intensifies interest in the place and role of immigrants from 

different cultural traditions in the world and actualizes the task of rethinking their 

identity. Thus, multicultural literature occupies a special place in the literary 
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context of modern Britain. Authors of non-British origin, permanently residing or 

born in the United Kingdom, center their works on the problem of the integration 

of immigrants into British society, as well as the problem of the formation of their 

cultural identity through the interaction between East and West in developing 

global context, which dictates new realities of interpersonal relations, relations 

between a person and the state, a person and society, also speaks in favor of the 

relevance of studying this topic. 

Multiculturalism and the problems associated with it have long been reflected in 

modern British culture and literature, in particular. Many authors traditionally 

strive to find a form of representation for the problem of immigrants’ adaptation 

and overcoming prejudice which intensified after the growing demographic, 

economic and cultural presence of Islam and Muslims in the West. Since the 

September 11 attacks Muslim writers prompted to include the theme of Islam in 

their works and, depicting Muslims as outsiders in the West, they gradually 

attracted the scientific community attention to the social, cultural, moral and 

existential sides of the issue of Muslim identity and belonging.   

This research paper explores the process of formation and manifestation of cultural 

identity and its hybridity using the example of Home Fire, a novel by the British 

author of Pakistani origin Kamila Shamsie.  

Kamila Shamsie, born in 1973 in Pakistan, is one of the brightest representatives of 

multicultural British literature of a new generation. Her debut novel In the City by 

the Sea was published in 1998. Almost all Shamsie’s work is devoted to the 

problems of the identity of immigrants. Other notable pieces include Salt and 

Saffron (2002), Kartography (2004), and Burnt Shadows (2009), an epic novel that 

was short-listed for Orange Prize for Fiction in 2009. Kamila Shamsie received 

several literary awards: Patras Bokkhari Prizes in 2002 and 2005, and Muslim 

Writers Award Prizes in 2009. In addition, her latest novel Home Fire was 

nominated for the Man Booker Prize in 2017, and brought Kamila Shamsie the 

Women’s Prize for Fiction Award in 2018. 
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The object of study is the specificity of the representation of cultural identity and 

hybridity in Home Fire, by Kamila Shamsie, an example of modern British 

multicultural literature. 

The subject of study is the dimensions of cultural identity that influence various 

forms of hybridization and their manifestation in the novel. 

The purpose of this study is to identify and describe the features of the 

representation of cultural identity and hybridity in the novel by Kamila Shamsie 

Home Fire, a representative work of contemporary British multicultural literature 

about two British families of Pakistani origin and their struggle for life in the UK. 

This leads to the formulation and solution of the following tasks: 

1) define multicultural context as the basis for identity formation;  

2) reveal the semantic content of the concepts of “cultural identity” and 

“hybridity” and their specificity for multicultural literature;; 

3) analyze and describe forms of representation of cultural identity and 

hybridity in the novel Home Fire by Kamila Shamsie; 

4) 4) identify the parameters of cultural identity and the types of hybridity 

in the novel Home Fire by Kamila Shamsie . 

A prerequisite for scientific research is interest in the study of cultural identity, 

which, in the opinion of researchers, is not originally definite and/or static, since a 

person’s cultural identity formation is due to a number of individual characteristics 

and it occurs inseparably linked with the political, economic and sociocultural 

context, and depends on specific life circumstances. Analysis of hybrid identity 

with an emphasis on culture and religion is considered relevant, primarily in the 

framework of literary, social and cultural studies.  

The degree of elaboration of the problem of identity in the field of cultural studies 

is quite high. The identity issues (both personal and cultural) were addressed by 

many scientists. The complexity and inconsistency of the phenomenon of identity, 

its importance for the study of man, led to the fact that attempts at its theoretical 
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justification are presented in a wide interdisciplinary range. Among foreign 

researchers, whose works served as a theoretical basis for this research work, it is 

worth emphasizing the contribution of W. Brown, J. Butler, I. Chambers, P. du 

Gay, P. Ricoeur, D. Zimmermann, G. Baumann, R. Schreiter, J. May and, above 

all, Stuart Hall, who introduced the concept of ‘identity’ and two approaches to its 

consideration; specialists in the field of postcolonial studies like B. Ashcroft, G. 

Griffiths, H. Tiffin, G. Braithwaite,  C. Spivak, R. Yang, E. Said and, in particular 

H.Bhabha, on the situation of migrants in modern society, who proposed the theory 

of hybridity and the concept of ‘third space’; A.Brah, who pointed out the 

connection between culture, identity and politics; P. Gilroy, whose works marked a 

turning point in the study of diasporas and the formation of the identity of African  

migrants in the postcolonial period. Regarding the works that are methodologically 

important for the context of the present study, it is necessary to mention the works 

of P. Werbner and T. Modood, devoted to the issues of multiculturalism and the 

idea of civil equality, on which the true understanding of multiculturalism is based. 

Of particular importance in the context of the proposed formulation of the problem 

is the work of the American researcher of postcolonialism H. Bhabha The Location 

of Culture. Considering the problem of national and cultural identity from the point 

of view of colonial and postcolonial relations, H. Bhabha insists that it is 

impossible to draw a clear line between the dominant and repressed culture. 

According to his concept, it is impossible to track the result of unilateral or mutual 

influence of cultures. In this regard, Bhabha introduces the concept of a ‘hybrid 

identity’ in which ‘own self’ and ‘alien self’ are firmly intertwined, which creates 

multiple identities.  

In theory, the concept of identity manifests itself as a consequence of integrity 

through various (cultural, social, ethnic, personal, and other) intersections of 

identity that a person can articulate. Depending on different socio-political 

contexts, identity is perceived as a multi-dimensional construction. Although the 

contemporary field of identity research lacks a comprehensive model that first 
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clearly defines what an identity is, or a framework for understanding how hybrid 

identities are constructed and interconnected, attention must also be paid to the 

hybrid type of cultural identity, which is often inherent to members of ethnic 

minorities and children originating from inter-ethnic or migrant families. Such 

people in a foreign culture often face various difficulties, dilemmas and 

contradictions that threaten their ethnic and cultural identity. They are between two 

cultures, which often becomes the cause of intrapersonal conflict, the symptoms of 

which are alienation, despair, aggressiveness. An important feature of ‘hybrid 

identity’ is frequent disorientation in society and internal division, which is a 

product of the process of identity formation. ‘Identity’ and ‘hybridity’ are central 

concepts of postcolonial theory, which are used in many migrant or diaspora 

situations to refer to complex identities created as a result of opposing assimilation 

forces and the search for authenticity and belonging. 

Methodology is adopted from the study of literature or literary criticism and refers 

to the approaches used when reading or analyzing a literary text that can be very 

broadly categorized as contextual, sociological or psychological. The main 

research method is the method of contextual analysis, applied to conduct a 

meaningful analysis of a literary work. This method allows us to identify a specific 

representation of the object under study, as well as to analyze its characteristics. 

Psychological approach focuses on the psychology of the author and/or the 

characters as if they were people and therefore had a psychological make-up. This 

approach might as well be referred to as phenomenological, and study how the text 

or a character creates a view of reality. For the analysis of the text in relation to 

society, its effect and importance, or the society that is portrayed in the text, 

sociological approach was implemented.  

Despite the high level of development of the topic of cultural identity, the study of 

its formation and representation is relevant today, especially in the context of 

issues of modern migration processes and their impact on the appearance and 

development of modern society. Owing to recent events, such as the influx of 
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immigrants to Europe and in particular to the United Kingdom, caused by civil war 

in Syria and economic instability in several countries in Asia and the Middle East, 

the problem of cultural identity has again attracted close attention. 

Home Fire by Kamila Shamsie, used as analysis material, represents a very timely 

novel, published in August 2017, after the terrorist attacks in London and 

Manchester that same year and with the background of growing intolerance against 

Muslims in the West, which is only aggravated by the fact that terrorists of British 

origin join ISIS. Kamila Shamsie’s story reveals how each of her characters must 

align their identity with their cultural heritage, religion or social status in the face 

of the growing Islamophobic attitudes of British society. 

The practical significance of the study of this topic will expand the scientific 

understanding of the specifics of the problem of determining the cultural identity 

of migrants in the UK and their current representation in the works of modern 

British literature. To date, there are examples of scientific literature on the study of 

identity problems in specific aspects or areas in the field of cultural, sociological 

and literary studies, however, an analysis of sources and literature shows that much 

in this direction has yet to be done.  
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1. CULTURAL IDENTITY AND THE PARADIGM OF HYBRIDITY IN 

MULTICULTURAL LITERATURE OF GREAT BRITAIN 

1.1. Multiculturalism as a socio-political context of cultural identity formation  

As a starting point, the United Kingdom has always been ethnically diverse and 

marked with many different communities that reflect the multicultural nature of the 

country. As with most concepts, multiculturalism takes various forms in different 

contexts and at different times. In the UK is not a product of the late twentieth 

century, nor is it something, which has been imposed. It has a long history in 

Britain where modern international migration is just the latest chapter. This refers 

to the second half of the twentieth century, marked by substantial demographic 

shifts caused by the dismantling of the European empires together with the 

economic, military, nationalist and cultural pressures that have followed on from 

colonialism (Childs, Storry 2002: 417). It is since then that ideals of pan-European 

identity have been continually questioned by the processes of national identity 

formation, subject to internal contradictions of gender, class, regional and ethnic 

specificities. 

Within a postcolonial context, the UK has been one of the territories where peoples 

from former colonies have projected their migratory aspirations. After the collapse 

of the British colonial system, the inhabitants of the colonies received the new 

status of citizen of the United Kingdom and Colonies and the possibility of free 

relocation to the territory of the metropolis according to the British Nationality Act 

19481. Compared to other destinations, England was not conceived as ‘foreign’ and 

migrants felt they were well equipped to adapt to Britain’s social and cultural 

mores. Following the first influx of Hindus, Pakistani Muslims were the second 

largest group from the Indian subcontinent to come to the British Isles (O’Connor 

2015: 138-139) and subsequently have been in large numbers in the UK following 

the New Commonwealth immigration of the 1950s and 1960s.  

                                                 
1 British Nationality Act. 1948. 
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The problem of post-immigration has always been the following: large-scale 

immigration into Europe from outside Europe has been by people marked by 

‘difference’. By ‘difference’, Modood refers to how people are identified: how 

they identify themselves (for example, as ‘white’, ‘black’, ‘Muslim’, etc.), how 

they identify others and how others identify them. These identities fall (not 

necessarily discretely) within the fields of race, ethnicity, religion and culture as 

various forms of difference. However, they are not reducible to primarily socio-

economic or ‘objective’ in classical sociological terms; these identities involve 

subjectivity and agency (Modood 2007). Post-immigration minorities are groups 

differentiated from the majority society by two kinds of processes. On the one 

hand, by the fact of negative ‘difference’ with alienness, inferiorisation, 

stereotyping, exclusion, discrimination or racism; on the other hand, by the senses 

of identity those groups have of themselves. These two processes are the key data 

for multiculturalism. The differences at issue are those perceived both by outsiders, 

and group members constitute not just some form of distinctness but a form of 

‘alienness’ or inferiority that makes equal membership in the wider society 

difficult.  

Like other migrant and diasporic communities, Indian subcontinent communities, 

in particular, have substantially redefined the cultural landscape of a post-imperial, 

postcolonial Britain. Their members “have undergone varying processes of 

hybridization, syncretization and transculturation, reconstructing parallel Indian 

social, economic, religious and linguistic structures in a British context without 

relinquishing their distinctive cultural heritages, individual and group identities and 

links to the homeland” (Childs, Storry 2002: 267).  

The term “multiculturalism” has received a rather extensive and, at the same time, 

extensive interpretation in the works of many researchers as D.T. Goldberg 

(Multiculturalism: A Critical Reader, 1994), A. Gordon and C. Newfield (Mapping 

Multiculturalism, 1996), T. Modood (Multiculturalism: A Civic Idea, 2007), and is 

currently used in the following meanings: “multiculturalism” 1) as a result of the 
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historical process that created a unique, multinational society in a given country; 2) 

as a specific domestic policy of certain countries, which, experiencing the 

influence of the so-called “reverse imperialism”, became overpopulated due to 

migration flows from the former colonies, and are forced to look for new internal 

policies, associated primarily with the desire to satisfy cultural and ethical needs of 

a huge number of ethnic groups (the USA, Great Britain, many European states); 

3) as a multi-ethnic context of life in a country (in this paper focus will be mainly 

on the multicultural context of literary activity). 

Tariq Modood, one of the advocates of multiculturalism, states that discourse of 

multiculturalism is an exercise in conceptualising post immigration difference and 

as such operates at three distinct levels: as an (implicit) sociology; as a political 

response; and as a vision of what is the whole in which difference is to be 

integrated (Modood, 2013: 1).  

At the end of the 20th century, in 1997, Tony Blair’s Labour government 

proclaimed multiculturalism at the national level (Hadjetian 2008: 31). However, 

the aftermath of 9/11, racial and religious clashes after the terrorist attacks of 

September 2001 in New York and on the London Tube in July 2005, the cause of 

which was seen by the authorities in isolation and inadequate assimilation of 

Muslim communities, forced the government to retreat from this policy. In 2006 

Tony Blair announced that radical Muslims had a “duty to integrate”2, although 

successful coexistence of British society and Muslim groups had already got 

disputable. As a consequence, in 2011 Prime Minister David Cameron stated that 

“state multiculturalism has failed”3 which made governmental interests in the ideas 

of multiculturalism gradually subside.  

Moreover, Modood explains that it is  the beginning of the 21st century, when 

multiculturalism appears as “most timely and necessary”, since it is “the form of 

integration” that best fits the ideal of egalitarianism, has “the best chance of 

                                                 
2 https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2006/dec/09/religion.immigrationandpublicservices   
3 https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-politics-12371994  

https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2006/dec/09/religion.immigrationandpublicservices
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-politics-12371994
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succeeding” in the “post-9/11, post 7/7” world” (Modood 2007: 14). The main 

reason for this is that the presence of postcolonials in the metropolis not only 

challenges the “univocality of European thought” construed as rational, logical, 

and objective, but furthermore contests the binarisms of self/other, 

margin/periphery, and English/native (Chambers, 1994: 74). New identities along 

the lines of nation or ethnicity are both more forcefully asserted, and more 

complex: dual or multiple affiliations are frequent, and new discourses are needed 

to express many people’s self-identifications (Childs, Storry 2002: 417). 

Multiculturalism is not opposed to integration. In fact, there is more than one form 

of multiculturalism, and they all relate to integration in different ways. A sense of 

belonging is dependent on how others perceive and treat you, not just as an 

individual but also a member of a racial group or ethno-religious community.  

John Clement Ball in Immigration and Postwar London Literature describes 

London as “a world city, a cosmopolitan place containing a mixture of national and 

racial others” which became more and more visibly so over the postwar decades” 

(Ball 2011: 237). Kamila Shamsie like many of her male predecessors, such as 

Hanif Kureishi or Salman Rushdie, chose London to reflect matters like migration, 

assimilation, cultural and religious backgrounds.  The change from a less to a more 

visible cosmopolitan London reveals the place of multiculturalism in contemporary 

British fiction. With the rising visibility of multicultural London, modern British 

literature as well has become more multicultural.  

1.2. The concept of cultural identity as an object of cultural analysis 

Multiculturalism has come to its present centrality in modern Britain, marked and 

shaped by historical, socio-economic and political processes of recent decades. 

Therefore, contemporary British fiction, in general, in general is a reflection of all 

these forces and seems to focus on one central question – the question of identity. 

It is useful, therefore, to introduce this paper’s pivotal term ‘cultural identity’, to 

understand the nature of multicultural Britain and be able to analyze various 

intersections, including ethnicity, gender, and religion. 
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In terms of research, the question of identity remains problematic due to a number 

of different definitions, related terms and approaches, and many researchers’ 

questions cannot be accurately answered in modern complex societies. 

Nevertheless, the concept of identity has generated rich scientific studies which 

have been associated with various adjectives: hyphenated (Caglar 1997), multiple 

(Posner 1998), overlapping (Lustick 2000), hybrid (Skapoulli 2004), multifaceted 

(Fought 2006), segmented (Plaza 2006), multilayered (Hornberger 2007), or plural 

(Abdallah-Pretceille 1997; 2005) among other terms. It shows that identity is 

regarded as something primarily complex. In other words, identity appears as “the 

sum of different parts or components which maintain intricate relations” (Machart 

2013: 1).  

Stuart Hall, the principal theorist on ‘cultural identity’, has written extensively on 

this subject and literature in a postcolonial context. His work is particularly 

relevant to the topic discussed in this paper, as Hall raised important issues about 

cultural identity. He stated that ‘identification’ is “one of the least well-understood 

concepts – almost as tricky as, though preferable to identity itself” (Hall 1996: 2). 

Hall, whose works on sociology respond to the multicultural awareness that 

emerged by the end of the twenty first century, proposes two views of the 

production of ‘cultural identity’.  

The first view defines ‘cultural identity’ in terms of one, shared culture, a 

collective “one true self”, hiding inside the many other and more superficial 

“selves” that people with a shared history and ancestry hold in common. Within 

the terms of this definition, cultural identities reflect the common origin or the 

everyday historical experiences and shared cultural codes, which provide 

individuals, as with stable, unchanging and continuous frames of reference and 

meaning, beneath the shifting divisions and vicissitudes of our actual history (Hall 

1994: 223). The first view correlates with the solid approach to the question of 

identity, proposed by Zygmunt Bauman, which refers to the association of an 

individual with static elements of culture and its proponents are usually more 
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interested in defining what constitutes a (national, cultural, gender…) category and 

its boundaries (Bauman 2001).  

Hall’s second view of cultural identity is partly related to the first but has a 

different focus. It recognises that, as well as the many points of similarity, there are 

also critical points of deep and significant difference which constitute “what we 

really are”; or rather – taking into account history factor – “what we have become”. 

Cultural identity, in this second sense, is a matter of ‘becoming’ as well as of 

‘being’, so it is never fixed or impermeable. It is not something which already 

exists, transcending place, time, history and culture. It belongs to the future as 

much as to the past. “Cultural identities come from somewhere, have histories”, 

but, like everything which is historical, they undergo constant transformation. Far 

from being eternally fixed in some essentialised past, they are subject to the 

continuous change of history, culture and power (Hall 1994: 225). 

Hall’s second model emphasizes the impossibility of fully constituted, separate and 

distinct identities. It denies the existence of authentic identities based on a 

universally shared origin or experience. Identities are always relational and 

incomplete, in process, and any identity depends upon its difference from, its 

negation of, some other term, even as the identity of the latter term depends upon 

its difference from, its negation of, the former. “Identity is a structured 

representation which only achieves its positive through the narrow eye of the 

negative. It has to go through the eye of the needle of the other before it can 

construct itself” (Hall 1992). 

It is the fluid approach to identity and Stuart Hall’s second model which are more 

widely used, since they focus on “the process of identification, refraining from 

categorising and constraining the individual in a fixed representation of his/her 

identity” (Machart 2013: 1). According to Stuart Hall, “there are a number of 

different, overlapping, intersecting and sometimes even competing figures which, 

taken together, define the space within which cultural studies has theorized the 

problem of identity” (Hall, du Gay 1996: 90). The figure of fragmentation 
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emphasizes the multiplicity of identities and of positions within any apparent 

identity. It thus sees a particular concrete or lived identity as “a kind of 

disassembled and reassembled unity” (Haraway 1991: 174).  

As many cultural studies theorists, Hall, Ang, Brah among others, have noted, 

cultural identity is problematic and multifaceted. Identity itself  is an ambiguous 

notion because it is in a constant state of negotiation and interpretation: always 

contextual, constantly enacted and challenged through communicative practices, 

sometimes contradictory, and dependent upon temporal and spatial changes, 

history, culture and experience. Furthermore, identity is performed (Ang 2001: 24) 

or negotiated to promote a certain aspect or quality of oneself in order to 

communicate something to others or the outside world.  

The major characteristic of identity is intersectionality. As Hall observes “cultural 

identity carries so many overtones of essential unity” (Hall 1995: 545). Thus it is 

important for further analysis and the deciphering of the meanings of what 

intersections constitute cultural identity. Intersections inform the meanings others 

draw upon about their cultural presentation. Race, class, gender, religion and 

sexuality combine in such specific ways that others attribute these various 

combinations to ethnic minorities, therefore influencing the “metamorphoses of 

individual identity in the “contact-zones” of an imperial metropolis” (Gilroy 2000: 

117) and the emergence of the new self. That is, by articulating a particular identity 

intersection, other self-identifications are overshadowed or suppressed in the same 

way that individual identities are often compromised when a collective identity is 

constructed.   

A hegemonizing discourse positions individuals in a symbolic hierarchy that 

reflects and evaluates race, class, gender, sexuality, and ethnicity. Though we are 

all subjectified by the power of discourse, resistance may be found in 

deconstructing and interrogating the articulation between our various subjectivities. 

Intersectionality, for many theorists, like Brah and Lewis, in particular, is a way to 

challenge subjectification based on gendered assumptions, or, for example, 
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essentialized difference or racialization. Intersection is the term, 

used as a lens for understanding the meanings of culture.   

The fluid approach to identity, proposed by Bauman implies “a contact, an overlap 

or an intersection of different identity components” (Bauman 2001). The idea of 

identity’s intersections appeared in works of Judith Butler (Butler 1990: 3) who 

wrote that it “intersects with racial, class, ethnic, sexual and regional modalities of 

discursively constituted identities”. Yet, academic contributions on intersection 

also appears between other ‘layers’ or ‘facets’ of one’s identity, notably 

nationality, race, ethnicity, language, gender, or occupation, etc. The contributors 

in this book consider that the different components/ aspects of one’s identity are 

not necessarily opposed to each other, that someone’s identity is not pre-

determined. 

Furthermore, Stuart Hall (Hall 1989: 226) argues that cultural identity is “not an 

essence, but a positioning”, positioned by the discourses of culture and history. The 

same can be said of self-identity – that it is shaped, positioned and interpreted by 

discourse, and what is more, it is performed in ways that entail a particular 

message or objective. Identity is thus fabricated, and the process of its fabrication 

(also construction, creation or manipulation) emphasizes a specific aspect/s of a 

whole identity, so that something may be communicated about our self-

perception), our imagined self (how we imagine others perceive us), and/or our 

contextual belonging (our reasons for promoting a given quality, or for ‘being’ 

who we are). 

According to Brah and Phoenix (Brah and Phoenix 2004: 80), intersectionality is 

not a unified body of theory but more a range of theoretical and conceptual tools. 

Their argument for intersectionality that any social, cultural, psychic, subjective, 

and experiential dimensions of personal identity cannot be divided into singular 

realms of analysis, but must be addressed in accordance with their “contradictory 

relations to each other”. In other words, intersectionality provides the framework 

for examining the contradictory notion of identity and the ways intersections can 
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enrich and validate our understanding of it. It is through intersectionality that we 

may be able to consider that the categories through which a person is defined are 

interlocked in constant negotiation, and that identity is never a pre-given reality, 

but constructed, performed, enacted, and filtered through structured discursive 

formations. 

Ultimately, an identity intersection is a representation of interrelated and 

interconnected aspects of individual identity. Identity intersections are manifested 

under carefully consideration of how different aspects of identity have shaped 

individual’s life. These aspects include race, gender, socioeconomic status, 

ethnicity, religion, language, but also other types of belonging to a group such as 

family education, physical ability.  

The relevance of the theory of identity within the framework of the representation 

of multicultural discourse is that it provides the ability to recognize different plots 

and narratives in the process of recreating ethnic and cultural ties and, more 

importantly, draws the image of identity not as an ‘original’ and constant entity, 

but rather as positional relativity. 

1.3. Ethnocultural intersections of cultural identity 

To understand intersections of cultural identity and the possibility of hybrid 

identities, we must draw upon the terms, including ‘ethnicity’, ‘religion’ and 

‘gender’. Compared to that of ‘race’, “ethnicity is a relatively new construct, which 

“at its most general level means belonging to a particular group and sharing 

conditions of existence” (Anthias and Yuval Davis 1993: 8). However, in post-war, 

post-colonial Britain, the term ‘ethnic group’ became embedded in the concept of 

‘minorities’ and began to denote British citizens from the Caribbean, Africa, the 

Asian subcontinent, and their British-born children. It meant that those groups 

were now discursively re-invented as ‘ethnics’, whereas ethnic groups of European 

descent were rarely invoked in these terms. Fredrik Barth’s conceptualization of 

ethnicity has exercised a major influence on British studies of ethnicity.  
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The term ‘ethnic group’ is generally understood in anthropological literature to 

designate a population which: 1. is largely biologically self-perpetuating; 2. shares 

fundamental cultural values, realized in overt unity in cultural forms; 3. makes up a 

field of communication and interaction; 4. has a membership which identifies 

itself, and is identified by others, as constituting a category distinguishable from 

other categories of the same order (Barth 1969: 11). 

Barth focused on the idea that “ethnic groups are categories of ascription and 

identification by the actors themselves” (Barth 1969: 10).  The identity of ethnic 

groups is constructed by categories of self-identification and ascription by others. 

Certain social processes lead to ethnic groups’ identification of themselves as 

distinctive entities and maintain boundaries with others. An ethnic group is best 

defined not by its cultural characteristics but by reference to the process of 

boundary formation. Avtar Brah explains that “ethnic boundaries may be 

constructed and maintained around a range of signifiers articulating in varying 

combinations under specific situations” (Brah 1996: 163). These may include a 

belief in common ancestry, claims to a shared history, attachment to a ‘homeland’, 

which may or may not coincide with the place of residence, and a sense of 

belonging to a group with a shared language, customs and traditions, or religion 

(Barth 1969: 18). 

In other words, ethnicity is primarily a mechanism of boundary maintenance 

between groups. Ethnicity is not about communicating a pre-given, already 

existing cultural difference. In modern cultural studies, ethnicity is understood as 

relational and, like identity itself, is constructed in terms of process. What is 

central to ethnicity is not some objective criterion of cultural difference. Rather, it 

is the process whereby one group constructs its distinctiveness from another. These 

processes of boundary construction, maintenance and dissolution vary over time, 

as they are subject to the forces of socio-economic and political change (Brah 

1996: 234). Therefore, bonds of ethnicity may shift in meaning, may be 

strengthened, weakened or dissolved at different points in an individual’s or 
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group’s biography. In other words, ethnicity is constructed historically, culturally 

and politically, and it may address changing/signifying practices and be mobilized 

to define differences. 

Ethnicity, cultural and ethnic groups are both formed and exist within discursive 

practices. They are heterogeneous categories differentiated along a variety of 

intersections such as gender, class, language or religion. However, any form of 

differentiation in nationalist or racial discourses grounded whether on skin colour, 

or religion, may serve to conceal social divisions.   

Since the 1950s an increasing migration trend from former colonies changed the 

face of Britain dramatically. Identity-making, in general, is firmly attached to what 

is understood by culture and cultural background, in which religion has taken a 

central position. The immigrants from Bangladesh and Pakistan brought Islam to 

the British Isles. They did not only form their own cultural and religious spaces but 

also used their religion as the most crucial intersection for identity construction, in 

such a way that Islam soon became an ethnic marker in British society.  As it was 

mentioned before, the multicultural character of Britain is not only the product of 

developments having taken place in the last 40-50 years, but also a reflection of 

modern migration and the new position of religion nowadays. Islam as one of the 

world’s leading religions had and still has to find its place in Europe through its 

struggle within such worldwide processes, as the military involvement of Western 

governments in Arabic states, civil wars in Arab countries, the influx of Muslim 

immigrants to Europe or xenophobia in Western states.  

The 2011 Census showed that a third (33%, 2.4 million) of the foreign-born 

population identified as Asian /Asian British (Office for National Statistics 2011)4. 

Today, according to the finding of Pew Research Center, the population of 

Muslims in Britain is estimated to be 4.1 million, or 6.3% of the population5 and, 

                                                 
4 Office for National Statistics https://www.ons.gov.uk/  
5 http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/11/29/5-facts-about-the-muslim-population-in-europe/ 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/11/29/5-facts-about-the-muslim-population-in-europe/
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according to former UK Minister and Conservative Party's chairperson Sayeeda 

Warsi, 1.8 million among them are of Pakistani and Kashmiri origins6, which 

comprise a complex transnational religious and political grouping. While, some 

Pakistanis see their cultural heritage and their Pakistani identity as inseparable 

from their Muslim lifestyle, other valorise only their Punjabi or North Indian 

cultural identity. Complexity and range of identities and commitments in the South 

Asian communities cannot be reduced to religious, though religion proves to be 

more central to British Asian ethnicity. Multicultural face of modern England and 

the importance of Muslim incorporation into it pose the most important tasks for 

today’s British society, which still lacks a profoundly fair system of immigration in 

the face of Muslim presence.  

Contemporary experience of Muslims in Britain is more affected by their religion 

than by their ethnic background (Childs, Storry 2002: 281), since the 9/11 attacks 

of the World Trade Center in the first place and London bombings in 2005. It is 

without doubt that those events led to  Islam being regarded as an antagonistic, 

threatening force in Britain, therefore making Muslim life and its description to be 

different and more difficult than of any of its Western counterparts. The 

racialisation of Muslims, or ‘Islamophobia’, a term that has been developed to 

name this phenomenon (Mac an Ghaill 1999: 91), in the last decade is the 

consequence of more recent terrorist attacks and ISIS recruitment activity. The 

religious foundation of these is usually explained with Islamic fundamentalism, 

which appears either as ideological weapon of radical Islamists against the West, 

or a protective reaction of discriminated groups. 

In a foreign surrounding where it is challenged, religion becomes crucial for 

identity construction. Sometimes religions develop more fundamental and more 

radical structures than in the country of origin. This seems to be natural because a 

new, and often hostile environment, is one of the main reasons for keeping one's 

identity of which religion is a central element.  

                                                 
6 https://fp.brecorder.com/2018/01/20180115335682/ 

https://fp.brecorder.com/2018/01/20180115335682/
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Although in recent years Muslims have become central to the prospects of 

integration, perceptions of them as groups by non-Muslim majorities, are 

hardening due to the conflation of Muslim identity with fundamentalism. Modood 

says all forms of imposition of group identities on individuals and therefore the 

ideas, images and prejudices by which individuals are portrayed as threatening and 

so excluded from full membership of society. There is no such thing as a generic 

Muslim identity. However, the problem is that the presence of Islamophobia 

envisages Muslims as a homogenous block. Different types of discourse that have 

been homogenizing Muslims caused that radical Islam has gained a foothold in the 

last 20 years.  

British policy-makers welcomed diversity, but tried to manage it by putting 

people into ethnic and cultural boxes, defining individual needs and rights 

by virtue of the boxes into which people are put. They treated minority 

communities as if each were a distinct, homogenous whole, each composed 

of people all speaking with a single voice, each defined by a singular view 

of culture and faith. The consequence has been the creation of a more 

fragmented, tribal society, which has nurtured Islamism (Malik 2014: 46). 

Recent radical development within the Muslim world and the demographic, 

economic and multicultural presence of Islam and Muslims in the West in general 

and Great Britain in particular were followed by a literary activity of novelists with 

a Muslim background. Growing incorporation of Islam in contemporary British 

literature can be regarded as an attempt to bring it out of prevailing exclusion and 

prejudices.  

When Muslim culture and religion seem to be the only safe basis, Islam becomes 

more important as a key to identity. It is thus the question of Muslim identity more 

and more has been looking for a literary representation among British Muslim 

writers. Usually, they use religion either to portray their main characters, or to 

analyze the position of modern Islam in today’s Western surrounding. Eventually, 

in recent decades British Muslim writers have achieved several aims. Firstly, they 
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brought the Muslim world and Muslim identities closer to Western readers. 

Secondly, they took the initiative to discuss matters like xenophobia, racism and 

discrimination in a Western context. Finally, they started an internal Islamic 

reflection on topics, such as the role of women and changing gender roles within 

Muslim communities. Although they still have cultural and religious pressure on 

women, some young women slowly but steadily have begun to give up their 

traditionally imposed gender roles, for example, staying at home and taking care of 

children.  

As conceptual identity categories, class or gender address the articulations between 

discourses and practices as contingent and situated relationships across a variety of 

sites. The late twentieth-century constructions and representations of the categories 

of ‘race’, class or gender are embedded in the contemporary changing “world 

order” (Brah 1996: 158). Therefore, gender as an important intersection of identity 

is regarded in its articulation with class and, most of all religion.  

Islam sets out principles of prayer, charity and pilgrimage for its adherents, and 

emphasizes the notion that men and women are given different roles within the 

religion (Childs, Storry 2002: 280). Islam invokes sex as a pre-given differentiator 

that represents men and women as ‘naturally’ different, such that women’s 

subordinate position is legitimized as deriving from innate differences between 

men and women.   

“On some accounts, the notion that gender is constructed, suggests a certain 

determinism of gender meanings, inscribed on anatomically differentiated 

bodies, whereas those bodies are understood as passive recipients of an 

inexorable law. When the relevant ‘culture’ that ‘constructs’ gender is 

understood in terms of such a law or set of laws, then it seems that gender 

is determined and fixed as it was under the biology-is-destiny formulation. 

In such a case, not biology but culture becomes destiny” (Butler 1990: 8).   
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For Butler, gender is not merely a cultural inscription of meaning on a pre-given 

sex, it is also the very means by which the sexes themselves are established as 

prior to culture, as a politically neutral surface on which culture adds. On this view, 

‘sex’ is no less a cultural construction than ‘race’ or ‘gender’ is. As such, any 

distinction between them is essentially a matter of the particular signifier of 

‘difference’ that each of the constructs mobilizes, the historically specific cultural 

meanings that are brought into play by each narration, and their differing effect for 

different categories of people.  

The intersection of gender and ethnic causes many issues that cannot remain 

unnoticed, primarily in the work of female writers with mixed ethnic and cultural 

roots (P. Allen, G. Ansaldua), who speak of their gender and ethnic identity as 

“Möbius loop  rather than a straight line” (Allen 1987: 151). Such authors question 

and destroy the notions of homeland, cultural identity, ‘other’, gender roles, and 

normative experience of sexual life. Gender identity in such a context is perceived 

as an emerging as a sign of strength and new opportunities and symbol of the 

evolving and signaling the existence of semantically productive spaces between 

different worlds, which are sometimes, inhabited by categories of intersection and 

new hybrid forms. 

1.4. Hybridity of cultural identity 

Writers of the post-colonial period tried to clarify the complexity of identity 

through the textural images that, in the light of the history of migration, help 

understand the integral concept of ‘cultural identity’, its loss and construction. The 

description of migrant or diaspora experience in the long run is what Chambers 

describes as “the making of identities” (Chambers 1994: 82).  

In any discourse about migrant or diasporic communities, it is impossible to speak 

about cultural identity which is to certain extend obvious and stable.  Therefore, 

‘cultural hybridity’ and ‘hybrid cultural identities’ are one of the central concepts 

of post-colonial theory which are applied in many migrant or diasporic situations 
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to refer to the impact of the culture of the colonisers on the culture of the colonized 

and also to the migrants’ or diasporans’ culturally mixed identity as a result of 

opposed forces of assimilation and the search for authenticity and belonging. As it 

was stated, rather than being essentialised and simple, culture and the cultural 

identities of people living within a culture are hybrid, interrelated, and constantly 

changing.  

Recognizing the authority of Franz Fanon and Edward Said, pioneers in the 

discourse of postcolonial research, it was an Indian English scholar Homi Bhabha 

significantly enriched him with his concepts and gave him a new vector of 

development, becoming one of the principal theorists of ‘hybridity’, ‘difference’, 

‘mimicry’ and ‘ambivalence’ whose works respond to the multi-cultural awareness 

that emerged in the early 1990s. The concept of ‘cultural hybridity’ has gained 

prominence within a broad range of cultural and social theories since the 1980s, 

most notably within postcolonial studies, cultural studies, and globalization theory. 

The importance and influence of hybridity theory is thus closely related to an 

increased awareness of global cultural flows, influences, and interdependences, 

both historically and contemporarily. Furthermore, focusing on hybridity and 

hybridization is a way of conceptualizing difference that aims to avoid and 

undermine ideas of boundedness and closed identity and hence also avoid the 

essentialism that haunts theories of multiculturalism. 

The concept of hybridity, introduced by Bhabha in the context of postcolonial 

cultural studies, is a concept used to characterize specific cultural objects arising at 

the junction of colonial (European, global) and local traditions. ‘Hybridity’ tries to 

capture the cultural process of mixing that goes on with contact between cultures 

(Schreiter 2011: 22). As a cultural concept, ‘hybridity’ has a two-part history. It 

first came to be talked about in the early 1990s in postcolonial theory. There, it was 

explored the anxiety of colonizers of having their racial ‘purity’ weakened by 

intermarriage with ‘inferior’ races. The offspring of such unions would lack 

‘purity’ and be hybrids. All of this was tied up with the development of racial 
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theories through the second half of the nineteenth century well into the twentieth. 

Being ‘hybrid’ was being inferior.7 This colonial and racialist understanding of 

hybridity remains attached to this day to postcolonial critique. Nevertheless, 

influence of former colonies on metropolises is obvious: migration, interracial 

marriages, African motives in art (cubism), “expansion” of the English language, 

and emergence of not only British literature. All this indicates that colonial 

‘presence’ is always ambivalent, split between its appearance as an authoritative 

statement and further deployment and as endless differentiation (Bhabha 1994: 

107). 

What becomes immediately apparent in this understanding of ‘hybridity’ is how it 

essentialises the concepts of race and culture. What becomes apparent upon closer 

observation is that neither concept is so tightly bounded. This has led to the second 

part of the contemporary development of the concept as a descriptor of cultural 

processes. When cultures come into contact, they constantly borrow and 

reconfigure themselves through new knowledge and practices (Schreiter 2011: 26).  

Those moments of contestation offer a space that Homi K. Bhabha called in The 

Location of Culture the ‘third space’, occupied by migrants and refugees.  Homi 

Bhabha claims that cultural hybridity develops not from “two original moments 

from which the third emerges, rather hybridity is the “third space” which enables 

other positions to emerge” (Bhabha 1990: 211). The ‘third space’ is a space 

between legal categories of national identities and the informal as well as 

cumulative affiliations across national borders: the space of new hybrid identities 

(May 1999: 4). In this ‘third space’ or either ‘interstitial’ or ‘in-between’ space the 

colonized individuals can and do articulate and negotiate their own identity. 

Bhabha places this central problem of migrants into the framework of “third space” 

For him this term is something like a factious place, some sort of contact level 

where all the different lives, cultures and religious meet and where they have to get 

along with each other (Bhabha 1994: 39). With its clear statement of rejection of 

                                                 
7 This history is well set out in Young, Robert J.C. (1995), Colonial Desire: Hybridity in Theory, Culture and Race, 
London: Routledge. 
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the biologics of hybridity, the more recognizable aspect of his work offers great 

potential for deconstructing multiethnic positions in society.  

The definition of hybridity is built between the concepts of ‘splitting’ 

(fragmentation) and ‘doubling’ (repetition, duplication). The concept of ‘splitting’ 

has a special meaning, since “the colonial presence is always ambivalent, split 

between its appearance as the original and prevailing and the articulation of that 

appearance as a result of repetition and difference” (Bhabha 1994: 107). Since the 

category of ‘Englishness’ is subject to movement from the center, that is, the 

metropolis, to the periphery of the colonial world, there is an inevitable gap 

between the central and peripheral images of ‘Englishness’. Postcolonial cultural 

identity, thus, is already becoming a concept that is unclear, cumbersome, marked 

by its “distinction” contained in its essence. 

Another British postcolonial theorist Robert J. C. Young, following the notion of 

space, writes (Young: 2003) that hybridity exemplifies the contested space 

between modern interpretations of what constitute indigenous values and the 

traditional responses of accommodation and resistance to forces of historical 

change by these indigenous societies. Again, in that contested space is where 

hybridity forms.  

In her works, Gloria Anzaldúa examines mental, physical and linguistic spaces 

(Anzaldúa: 1999). She argues that continual clashing of voices of ‘colonizers’ and 

‘colonized’ results in emotional and mental entangled states. As a result, the new 

hybrid individual copes by tolerating ambiguity and contradictions, living within a 

culturally hegemonic society. In other words, the colonized individual negotiates 

or articulates her/his identity by creating a new point of view or perspective from 

the clashing and/or blending of the two or more worlds.  

Although the foundational discourses of ‘hybridity’ lie in the anthropological 

discourses of conquest and colonization, the modern move to deploy ‘hybridity’ as 

a disruptive democratic discourse of cultural citizenship is a distinctly anti-imperial 
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and antiauthoritarian development (May 1999: 2).  These concepts define cultures 

that can no longer be described simply in terms of race, gender or nation. Thus, the 

experience of ‘hybridity’ becomes inevitable. Contrary to raising prejudice, 

emerging hybrid-identity groups do not displace the settled postcolonial 

communities with their own relationship with Britain. In fact,  today’s increasingly 

global world cultures from opposite sides of the globe are crashing and colliding 

with each other, creating that ‘third space’ where people must continuously 

navigate and articulate their own identities. ‘Cultural hybridity’ becomes routine in 

the context of globalizing trends (Werbner 1997: 1) in Britain, like in other 

countries in Western Europe, which have recently experienced and are 

experiencing a new wave of immigration and will continue to do so. Therefore, the 

concept of ‘cultural hybridity’ is important in describing the different strategies of 

survival and self-empowerment migrants and diasporans, especially of Muslim 

descent, have developed, as well as the process of constant negotiation of ethnic 

identity in the face of Muslim-intolerant society. Because of social mixing, cultural 

sharing and globalisation, in which dominant identities of modernity (such as of 

race and nation) are dissolving, people have much more fluid and multiple 

identities, combine them in individual ways and use them in context-sensitive 

practices (Hall 1992: 622). The relationship between the individual and socio-

cultural space is thus shaped in a dual hybrid position.  

1.5. Cultural identity and hybridity in multicultural literature of Great Britain  

In the light of the postcolonial theory, which became widespread in the West in the 

second half of the 20th century, the main dramatic story after the British colonies 

gained independence is the disagreement of the cultural consciousness of the 

formerly conquered peoples and colonizers. Creolization created conditions for 

camouflaging in order to survive and the emergence of a “mimic man” 

(Brathwaite, 1995: 202–205). According to Homi Bhabha, the connection between 

the nation and the empire still manifests itself in the form of a certain temporal 

“dissension”, which, in his opinion, is the personification of modernity itself as a 
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conflict era. The researcher interprets the temporal as the ambivalent and 

antagonistic structure of civil society, state, modernity, the notion of a nation, the 

notion of a citizen, which was formed simultaneously with the creation of colonies, 

colonial subjects, racist disciplinary structures, ways of implementing government 

discrimination and prejudice (Bhabha 1993: 1). 

The processes occurring in the world from about the 1960s ― the destruction of 

European empires, their replacement with the global economic hegemony of the 

United States, the constant erasure of national states and traditional geopolitical 

borders along with mass migration and the formation of multinational 

communities, the concentration of power in the hands of new transnational 

corporations, included representatives of the postcolonial theory (Ahmad, 1992; 

Bhabha, 1994; Said, 1993; Said, 1979; Spivak, 1987; Young, 1990). Moreover, 

along with the above-mentioned processes, a revolution took place in the ideas of 

man about history, power, language, identity. 

When considering issues related to the postcolonial period in the development of 

the world community, culture will undoubtedly be in the center of attention. Just as 

the media influenced the reinterpretation of classical images in the context of 

modern Western cultural studies and multiculturalism as a political and cultural 

concept, which was born during the same historical period, forces us to revise 

many established concepts, including the perception of identity and its 

representation in works of art. 

Both cultural studies and postcolonial theory take a decisive step beyond the 

theoretical method, which at the earliest stage of development of the theory of 

multicultural postcolonial literature had a rather contradictory character. The 

multicultural context of modern English literature, including all the variety of 

postcolonial cultural influences, migration processes in Europe and the world, and 

interrelations of emerging diasporas, is in its own way unique. One of the main 

issues that migration brings to the process of shaping the multiculturalism of the 

artistic world of modern British writers is the idea of identity. Although migration 
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has always been an integral part of human history, international migration is 

becoming especially relevant today (Said 2003). Migration can be measured and 

assessed not only in terms of the geographical displacement, but, more 

importantly, through the prism of psychological and cultural aspects underlying 

migration. Migrants form new identities, collective as well as individual, reforming 

their ideology in the process of exploring foreign space. Migration has been in the 

center of attention of many postcolonial novelists like Samuel Selvon, V. S. 

Naipaul, Chinua Achebe, Salman Rushdie, Jean Rhys, Derek Walcott among 

others.   

The migrant’s identity is split between the experience of ‘home’ and the 

foreignness of a host country; and revealing the specifics of the transition from one 

state to another is one of the main goals of English migrant writers. Writers born in 

the British Isles from migrant parents don’t just have the desire to find their roots, 

but recognize their own hybridity as a new reality and explore ways to turn their 

ethnocultural community into a culturally significant layer of society. These 

searches are inseparable from the process of becoming ‘British’, which is parallel 

to the process of the birth of the new, ‘hybrid’. 

An important role in asserting the realities of the new multicultural world is played 

by migrant writers as people who, for one reason or another, drastically change 

their cultural environment, and under new conditions are forced to experience and 

pass through their experiences of often painful process of acculturation in the new 

environment. As a result, new literary works appear that possess certain specific 

features that can be combined under the general titles of ‘multicultural’ and 

‘postcolonial’ literature. In general, these are writers who come from former 

colonies to the metropolis, the center to which they adapt, not always easily, 

constantly reflecting on the homeland they left. Metaphysical or emotional 

fluctuation between the center and the periphery is a common metaphor in the 

work of migrant writers. The transition from the ‘third world’ to the ‘first’ is 

accompanied not only by overcoming the special established concepts of the origin 
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of people, but also turns into a process of negotiations that are conducted in an 

atmosphere of overcoming tough political, traditional cultural attitudes governing 

the laws of a person’s identity. 

The protagonist of postcolonial literature possesses a transitional, hybridized 

identity, as located somewhere between, in a transitive state that reflects the 

dialectics of binary opposition of ‘belonging - non-belonging’ to a particular ethnic 

group or nation. 

The multicultural context of literature involves mainly a heterogeneous 

representation of cultural identity. This means that cognitive forms arising in the 

margins of the dominant culture can be used to rethink the complex, multiple, 

multicultural realities that make up the ethnocultural difference underlying the 

experience of people who often find it impossible to define their identity through 

cultural and political codes that characterize the dominant culture.  

Analytical terms of the postcolonial theory have been widely used in the analysis 

of multicultural literature, in particular: 1) intercultural conflict; 2) separation from 

the roots (movement); 3) syncretism; 4) ethnographic detail; 5) intertextuality; 6) 

authenticity; 7) cultural heterogeneity; 8) linguistic variability. But as practice 

shows, the existing literary analysis models used in postcolonial theory are not 

always suitable for exploring new forms of multiculturalism that are in the process 

of becoming. A theoretical framework is needed that goes beyond the formulation 

of the cultural influence of one nation on another and the simplified binary nature 

of this influence. In the context of modern globalization of the economy and social 

sphere, the concepts of “diaspora community” and the associated “diaspora space” 

and “diaspora worldview” become especially useful. The meaning of the verbal 

creativity of multicultural authors of “diaspora communities” (R. Bromley) 

(Bromley 2000: 10) lies in the fact that texts written from the point of view of 

“emotional experience of social marginality”, “from the position of the edge” (that 

is, the extreme situation of the migrant situation). Texts written by migrant writers 

represent a different worldview and thinking, and thus take into account the 
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narratives of “pluralism, turnover, and revolutionary development” (ibid: 5). The 

literature of migrant writers who create in “border zones” gives space for the 

critical distancing necessary for understanding the new era after the collapse of the 

bipolar world. 

The link between the colonial aspect of British literature and modernity becomes 

obvious, with postcolonial theory and multiculturalism as important phenomena of 

the syncretisation of various historical, cultural and literary factors of the multi-

layered life of the modern West with a significant influence of Eastern culture on 

it. The analysis of modern British literature through the prism of a multicultural 

context provides an opportunity for a rather new, more dialectic view of 

heterogeneous representation of cultural identity. The multicultural worldview and 

the corresponding artistic language, the specificity of the genre nature of the works 

of migrant writers is becoming one of the important forms of knowledge that 

emerge on the margins of the dominant culture, which can be used to rethink the 

complex and multiple multicultural realities that make up the ethnocultural 

difference that underlies people's experience, it is often considered impossible to 

determine one’s identity through cultural and political codes characterizing the 

dominant culture. 

The emergence of the genre of the novel as an object of creative efforts and 

aesthetic aspirations of many English-speaking authors, both British citizens and 

residents of former colonies, to some extent testifies to the shift in the second half 

of the 20th century when writers chose predominantly narrative form, striving for 

more perceptive comprehension of experiences in a newly forming multicultural 

context.  

The main factors that contributed to the spread of the novel in the postcolonial 

multicultural space are the following: 1) the representative nature of the novel; 2) 

heteroglossic (multilingual) nature of the novel; 3) the universality of the 

chronotope function in the novel. Firstly, the ability of the novel to transmit the 

voices of people in support of their own identity and history, that is, the 
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representativeness of this genre is understood due to the interconnection of plot 

development and the whole system of social and cultural reference. Secondly, the 

nature of a multicultural novel reflects the ways in which newly formed 

communities communicate. One of the main features of such a text is its 

heteroglossic nature, which conveys the complexity and versatility of the genre. 

Polyphonic (heteroglossic) understanding of artistic reality appeared to be in line 

with the identity of multicultural writers. When reading a multicultural work, it is 

of particular interest to take into account the multiplicity of voices present in the 

novel, as well as the polyphonic effect of the consonance of various ethnic and 

cultural representations. Sometimes even the indistinguishability of these voices 

performs the function of expanding their range and deepening the heterogeneous 

nature of the novel about a multicultural entity. 

Thirdly, the specificity of the chronotope in a multicultural novel is that the 

narrative is based on the author’s desire to convey the feeling of spatial-temporal 

connections of ‘postcolonial’ and ‘multicultural’ which becomes an absolute value 

in writing about a multicultural environment, because literary texts of the 

metropolis and colonies represent “meaningful cultural documents” (Said, 1993: 

20), in which the researcher can find evidence of the mutual influence of a Western 

metropolis as a symbol of the multicultural space and marginal influx by its new 

citizens from the Commonwealth countries as an embodiment of the phenomenon 

called “imperialism backwards” (Ball 1996: 11).  

Postcolonial theorists offer different critical models of the image of the specifics of 

the new spatial position in which the migrant finds himself in order to classify and 

explain the links between works of art and those experiences that they try to 

describe: 1) national and regional models that emphasize the distinctive features of 

a particular national and regional culture; 2) models based on the concept of race, 

identifying certain characteristics in various national literatures, such as the 

common racial heritage in the literature of African or Indian diaspora; 3) 

comparative models of variable complexity, which attempt to explain certain 
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linguistic, historical and cultural features through two (or more) postcolonial 

literatures; 4) comparative models that describe hybridity and syncretism as 

integral elements of postcolonial literature (Ashcroft, Griffiths, Tiffin 1989: 9). 

In the light of all the above, the problem of determining the parameters of identity 

of multicultural postcolonial literature, represented by the works of migrant 

writers, combining the cultural roots of several nations and the cultures realized in 

the framework of the artistic language, is of particular importance. The borderland 

of ethnic groups, exposed in the context of the increasingly intensive interaction of 

cultures in the modern multicultural diasporas in the Western, gives rise to 

paradigms of hybrid identity, which are modeled in multicultural literature. 

Identity in the works of multicultural writers is not a transparent and indisputable 

concept but an entity that is constantly in the process of production, which never 

stops (Hall 1994), which is structured through a complex link between memory 

and narrative and is complicated by discourses of history and culture.  

Understanding hybridity as the main concept of multicultural literature is 

facilitated by the fact that hybridity is a conflict between postcolonial and first 

world countries (Dirlik 1994: 342), when interdimensional hybridity conditions 

cannot be perceived and understood without reference to ideological and 

institutional structures. 

One of the important features of multicultural prose is the author’s attempt to 

confront Western versions of reality and “attribute” independent identities to new 

images instead of “reproducing” them. However, hybridity does not mean erasing 

or abandoning any set of traditions, but, rather, as shown by Brathwaite’s research 

on creolization and multiculturalism, it emphasizes the current development of 

indigenous cultural forms, the mutual influence between different histories and 

traditions (Brathwaite, 1995: 202–205). Thus, hybridity is not always the erasure 

of tradition, although this can happen over time. This phenomenon personifies, 

rather, the absorption of one tradition by others. The degree of hybridization of 
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cultures varies in a wide range depending on social, political and economic 

circumstances.  

All the works of multicultural authors like Mohsin Hamid, Hanif Kureishi, Ben 

Okri, Amin Maalouf, Sukhdev Sandhu, Salman Rushdie, Nadeem Aslam, Monica 

Ali, Zadie Smith, Kamila Shamsie, and others are marked by a tendency to merge 

various aspects of Western and Eastern literary traditions. Multicultural hybrid 

paradigms can be traced at all levels of writers’ works: composition, themes, style, 

characters and language. The contours of Western culture, organically inscribed in 

the Eastern ornament, must be read not only as a mimetic attempt by a 

multicultural writer to incorporate his work into the framework of the English 

tradition, but rather as a literary response that proclaims an alternative view of the 

world, another reality and new forms of narrative. 

The analysis of modern Western and, in particular, British literature through the 

prism of its multicultural component can help to reconstruct the polygenetic picture 

of the artistic work of migrant writers, heirs of the cultures of the West and the 

East. It is possible to express the hypothesis that in the foreseeable future the 

number of representatives of multicultural literature will probably grow due to 

intensive migration processes and the influx of migrants from different countries to 

Europe, especially from the Middle and Far East and from Africa. Naturally, the 

volume of multicultural texts will also expand. Activation of the processes of 

cultural diffusion, including in the field of literature and art, may partly affect the 

fundamental concepts of contemporary literary tradition.   

Complex theoretical analysis to compile the theoretical basis of the study showed 

that, primarily, genesis of multicultural ideas is conditioned by the most important 

historical realities of the 20th century such as the collapse of the colonial system 

and the formation of the postcolonial space. In the light of postcolonial theory, 

which became widespread in the West in the last decades of the 20th century, the 

main dramatic story after the colonies (in our case, British) independence became 

the disunity of the cultural consciousness of the formerly conquered peoples and 
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colonizers which posed the question of identity in the center of attention of a wide 

variety of interdisciplinary studies.  

A multicultural view allows us to broaden the horizons of the vision of human 

existence in partly hypothetical conditions of freedom and can be used to interpret 

and model one’s self and its place in the world in order to resist degrading or 

wrongly elevating stereotypes in the space of intersection and imposition of 

knowledge and power. 

The problem of identity justifies its importance for studying as a transformation in 

the identification process. The main options for the development of cultural 

identification in terms of their compliance with classical and modern concepts are 

identified. The first of the approaches defines identity in terms of stability, 

recording experience and uniformity of culture. The second approach is based on 

regarding identity as an unstable, multiple, historically conditioned, polymorphic 

category, with developmental potential and its own specificity in the context of 

cultural diversity. Analysis of cultural identification as a process at a certain 

historical stage (within the framework of the postmodern, postcolonial or 

multicultural approaches) makes it possible to consider it as an ideal in modern 

cultural, literate and social studies. It consists in substantiating the priority of the 

synthetic version of the analysis, the essence of which consists not only in 

disclosing the theoretical and applied possibilities of most hypotheses and 

concepts, but also in determining the ways of transforming socio-cultural 

knowledge, the transition from one theory to another. 

In modern day studies, researchers consider identity to be no longer a transparent 

and indisputable concept, but transfer it to the category of “some other entity that is 

constantly in the process of ‘production’ which never stops. It is always in its 

infancy, it is always constructed inside, not outside of it being depicted” (Hall 

1994). The urgency of the problem of identity within the framework of the 

representation of multicultural discourse is that it provides an opportunity to 

recognize various plots in the process of recreating ethnic and cultural ties and, 
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more importantly, draws the image of identity not as an original entity, but rather 

as some kind of positional relativity. Eventually, cultural identity is a structure that 

is incoherent, depending on external factors, the individual forms a cultural 

identity, and under particular circumstances it becomes hybrid.  

The problem of determining the parameters of the cultural, ethnic and gender 

aspects of hybrid identities is of crucial importance in the postcolonial literature, 

represented by the work of migrant writers, combining the cultural roots of several 

peoples and are realized in the framework of the dialogue of cultures. When two 

(or sometimes several) nations interact, the main role is played by the tradition of 

tolerance that has developed in a particular culture, tolerance towards the ‘other’, 

the ability to appreciate and assimilate the best cultural achievements of the 

nations, entering the dialogue. Researchers of the postcolonial literature consider 

how one author or another presents in the work of art the realization of the 

synthesis of one’s self and the other’s, overcoming contempt for the others, the 

process of exchanging world cultural values. 

These questions are put on the agenda both in classical philology and in numerous 

interdisciplinary studies conducted recently at the interface of linguistics, cultural 

studies, psychology, and sociology. The frontier of ethnic groups, now being 

exposed in the context of an ever more intensive interaction of cultures, that the 

division into categories of ‘own’ and ‘alien’ is most clearly manifested in the 

multicultural diasporas of modern Western contexts. From this it follows that 

identity paradigms that are modeled in postcolonial literature cannot be viewed 

from the inside and outside at the same time. There is a need to look for new 

approaches and definitions that are combined under the name of ‘hybrid identity’. 

Identity in the works of writers following postcolonial traditions is structured 

through a complex mutual game of memory and narrative and is complicated by 

discourses of history and culture.  
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2. REPRESENTATION OF CULTURAL IDENTITY AND HYBRIDITY IN 

HOME FIRE BY KAMILA SHAMSIE 

2.1 . Question of cultural identity in Home Fire by Kamila Shamsie: overview 

In this part of the paper, I will try to explore the above-mentioned ideas through a 

close reading of Home Fire by Kamila Shamsie and analyze narrative strands in 

the representation of fictional characters that help investigate the idea of cultural 

identity construction and how it is negotiated through the challenges of a 

multicultural context. The goal of this investigation is to examine the complexity 

of hybrid cultural identities through an intersectional analysis that illustrates the 

characters’ diasporic experience in relation to performing multiple identities’ 

intersections.  

With its focus on the migrant population coming from a particular country, Home 

Fire creates a robust regional tonality. Pakistanis comprise a complex transnational 

religious and political grouping in Britain, sharing close affinities with other South 

Asian communities and demonstrating among other characteristics an intracultural 

heterogeneity.  

“Being less economically established than their Indian neighbours on 

arrival, they have still determinedly negotiated their own social, political 

and cultural standing in a British context through emphatic kinship, 

nationalistic and religious roots, whether retaining or rejecting 

traditionalisms in creating a clearly defined middle ground” (Childs, Storry 

2002: 387). 

Co-existence of two or more cultures in the same place is reflected in the influence 

of these cultures on multicultural representation by writers of the discourse of their 

country of residence (Gray 1986: 5-12). Home Fire includes numerous intertwined 

narratives, which become evidence of the hybrid nature of the genre of a 

postcolonial novel itself. Home Fire is a story about two Muslim families of 
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Pakistani origin living in two distinct London neighborhoods: the Pasha family 

living in Wembley, and the Lone family residing in Notting Hill. Wembley is an 

ethnically diverse neighborhood, particularly when compared to posh, upper class 

Notting Hill. The two neighborhoods already allow for character contrasts between 

the two families with different opinions on family and displaying Muslim beliefs: 

the Lones are secular and wealthy; the Pashas are religious and middle class.  

One of the central female characters, Isma Pasha, has had to care for her younger 

twin siblings, Aneeka and Parvaiz Pasha, when their mother and grandmother died. 

For Isma their well-being of her brother and sister has always been a primary 

concern, even when she had to sacrifice her own ambitions and dreams. However, 

soon after Aneeka and Parvaiz have turned eighteen, Isma accepts an invitation 

from her mentor to travel to the United States of America in order to co-author a 

paper. In the USA, she cannot forget her siblings: Aneeka, a feisty beautiful girl in 

London; and Parvaiz, who has gone to Syria to join the Islamic State of Iraq and 

the Levant (ISIS), following in the footsteps of the jihadi father he never knew. In 

Massachusetts Isma meets Eamonn Lone, whose father Karamat Lone has made a 

successful political career of a new Home Secretary, winning white votes by 

denouncing the ‘backwardness’ of British Muslims. Eamonn falls in love with 

Aneeka, whom he meets back in London while running an errand on Isma’s behalf. 

The two begin a secret romance while Aneeka’s thoughts are occupied with a 

rescue plan for her twin brother Parvaiz, trapped in a jihadi camp in Raqqa and 

desperate to come home.  

Home Fire is essentially about the quest of identity in a sometimes hostile 

receiving country, about intergenerational conflicts, clash between family and faith 

in the modern world, and it is a realist and postcolonial text in the way that it 

represents lives of the Muslim community, “standing between two worlds, which 

both demand responsibility, and obedience in the widest sense of the word” 

(Dickert 2015: 12). The notions mentioned in the preceding paragraphs will be 

important in the arguments presented below. By means of the following analysis, I 
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have attempted to prove that Kamila Shamsie’s work can be subsumed under a 

poetics of identity and hybridity as well as it demonstrates the validity of the 

concept of hybridization as the expression of identity construction; the cultural 

boundaries variability; the opposition self-otherness.  

The entire postcolonial literature created by multicultural authors in a respective 

socio-cultural context exhibits a kind of cultural hybridity that gives birth to a 

confused identity of immigrants. For a person of Asian descent (whether Pakistani 

or Indian) it is very difficult to adopt European or British cultural values without 

suppressing one’s own identity in any way owing to the fact that they are under 

heavy pressure to quickly accommodate the standards of the place where they 

immigrate. This sometimes entails difficulties in adopting a new accent, habits or 

even in the way they look. The novel Home Fire touches upon the problems of 

acculturation, concerns the thin line between the adaptation of an immigrant to a 

new cultural environment and a radical transformation, due to which a person 

might risk facing identity crisis or completely losing the integral part of their 

individuality. 

2.2. Family and religion: negotiating hybrid identity through mimicry 

Throughout Shamsie’s narrative, the exploration of hybridity centers on the 

depiction of the multifaceted construction of postcolonial identities in the former 

imperial center, England, and how the identity can be construed as problematic. 

The novel’s female protagonist, Isma a second-generation immigrant and the eldest 

sister in the Pasha family who had to take care of her twin brother and sister after 

their mother’s death. Isma is a female version of Homi Bhabha’s mimic man. 

Regardless of religious beliefs, women are culturally predisposed to accept 

submissive roles and follow the rules set for them by society and map their 

behaviour according to religious notions. However, taking into account that 

Shamsie’s characters find themselves in modern Britain with high levels of formal 

gender equality (accessible education, employment, etc.), Isma feels responsible 
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for the future of her siblings, taking up a dominant role of a parent who provides 

the family.  

Isma does not separate herself from the British who live nearby, although, she still 

feels her foreignness. That is why her pattern of mimicry in British society is 

“camouflage” which “is not for harmonizing with the background, but against a 

mottled background” (Bhabha 1994). She does not rebel against the society she 

lives in, but strives hard to adapt to its values and norms. Nevertheless, Isma is not 

the stereotypical defenseless Muslim female victim. By virtue of will power and 

ambition, she gets a degree in sociology, because she believes in upward social 

mobility via education and wants her brother and sister to make the best of the 

educational opportunities open to them.  

Since the opening scene of the novel, we see Isma in the process of constant 

negotiation of her gender and cultural identity in the face of Islamophobic society. 

She is aware of the current state of Islamophobia as she wrote a paper on the 

sociological impact of the War on Terror.  She wants to leave Britain in pursue of a 

PhD degree in the United States of America, but first faces a humiliating 

interrogation at Heathrow airport, where she is detained and questioned for hours 

about  “Shias, homosexuals, the Queen, democracy, The Great British Bake Off, 

the invasion of Iraq, Israel, suicide bombers, dating websites” (Shamsie 2017: 5). 

“She’d made sure not to pack anything that would invite comment or 

questions – no Quran, no family pictures, no books on her areas of 

academic interest – but, even so, the officer took hold of every item of 

Isma’s clothing and ran it between her thumb and fingers, not so much 

searching for hidden pockets as judging the quality of the material” 

(Shamsie 2017: 3). 

In the interrogation scene, security service workers question her identity. The 

novel shows that current Islamophobia envisages Muslims as a kind of 

homogenous block, giving no difference to the background or the generational 
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divide. In other words, Isma is treated as a member of a generic Muslim cultural 

group, not as a citizen and a holder of a valid British passport.  

“Do you consider yourself British?” 

“I am British”. 

“But do you consider yourself British?” 

 “I’ve lived here all my life”. She meant there was no other country of 

which she could feel herself a part, but the words came out sounding 

evasive” (Shamsie 2017: 5). 

The distinction that is emphasized here is between citizenship (holding a British 

passport) and ethnicity (the notion of Britishness, according to which skin colour 

and other more subtle identity markers like hijab exclude Asian Muslims). It is an 

example of how the construction of collective identity by homogenizing a 

particular racial or cultural group results problematic and can compromise 

individual identity and cultural identity, in this case, of a young Muslim woman. 

Isma pursues a personal, individual strategy of negotiating her identity. She 

believes in the possibility of acquiring a new one, independent of her community 

of origin, through education and, probably, in another country (“the thought of 

London was oppressive” (Shamsie 2017: 24)). Before leaving Britain, Isma tries to 

break with her family’s past. Firstly, she rejects the memory of her jihadi father, 

who was arrested in Afghanistan and then murdered on his way to Guantanamo. 

Secondly, she co-operates with national security services when her brother joins 

ISIS despite the fact that families are considered to be at the heart of every Muslim 

community, as Deen-e-Islam (Religious Culture of Islam) paid prime importance 

to family structure as fundamental” (Mufti 1982: 101). According to Bhabha’s 

concept of ‘mimicry’, there is no “essential identity” to which Isma can recur. She 

is aware of “stories of abuse suffered by the families of British men who’d been 

arrested in Afghanistan” and that “the British government would withdraw all the 

benefits of the welfare state – including state school and the NHS – from any 

family it suspected of siding with the terrorists” (Shamsie 2017: 49).  
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Isma she clearly understands her and her sister’s vulnerable position and does 

everything, including sacrificing a part of family history, to protect her and her 

sister from increasing “Muslim paranoia” when the loyalty of the British is taken 

for granted and ‘other’s’ is always suspect.  

“We’re in no position to let the state question our loyalties … If you co-

operate, it makes a difference. I wasn’t going to let him make you suffer 

for the choices he’d made.” 

“[…] Parvaiz is gone.” 

“He did that, not me. When they treat us this way the only thing we can 

do for our own sanity is let them go” (Shamsie 2017: 42). 

Isma’s self-perception is binary as she finds herself as a subject in different social 

symbolic hierarchies and experiencing how others perceive her, she comes to 

question how she views herself, not only as an individual (British/Muslim/woman), 

but also as a collective subject (Muslim/non-white/migrant/ woman). 

“Can I ask you something?” he said. “The turban. Is that a style thing or a 

Muslim thing?” 

“You know, the only two people in Massachusetts who have ever asked 

me about both wanted to know if it’s a style thing or a chemo thing”. 

Laughing, he said, “Cancer or Islam – which is the greater affliction?”  

He held his hands up quickly in apology. “Jesus. I mean, sorry. That came 

out really badly. I meant, it must be difficult to be Muslim in the world 

these days”.  

“I’d find it more difficult not to be Muslim”, she said” (Shamsie 2017: 

21). 

Hybridity is not the only mode of resistance to homogenizing ideologies: whether 

nationalism or ethnicities are ‘good’ or ‘evil’ depends on the ability (and right) of 

members of ethnic collectivities to engage in reflexive self-critical distancing from 

their own cultural discourses, and hence also to recognize the potential validity of 
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other discourses/communities (Werbner 1997: 14).  That is why Isma’s mimicry is 

a sign of a double articulation; “the effect of mimicry is camouflage...it is not a 

question of harmonizing with the background, but against a mottled background” 

(Bhabha 1994: 85).  

 
Isma is committed to this mimic state. She is guided by the desire to get education, 

overcome economic difficulties, social inferiority and be ‘present’ in the dominant 

culture of British society that might treat her as ‘the same, but not quite’. Owing to 

this she is doomed to live among derogatory stereotypes and feel uncomfortable in 

the civilized world, in which ‘others’ are treated unequally based on a cultural 

mark, like skin color, language, accent, or clothing that a person from the non-

Western world bears. The interrogation scene at the airport emphasizes how Isma’s 

appearance of a non-white Muslim woman is nothing but jeopardizing when a 

female officer questions Isma’s social status and suspects her of theft. 

“Finally she reached for the designer-label down jacket Isma had folded 

over a chair back when she entered and held it up, one hand pinching each 

shoulder. 

‘This isn’t yours’, she said, and Isma was sure she didn’t mean because it’s 

at least a size too large but rather it’s too nice for someone like you.  

‘I used to work at a dry-cleaning shop. The woman who brought this in said 

she didn’t want it when we couldn’t get rid of the stain’. She pointed to the 

grease-mark on the pocket. 

‘Does the manager know you took it?’ 

‘I was the manager’. 

Nevertheless, at the same time Isma feels anxious about her cultural mimicry, and 

her emotional anxiety is seen when, despite efforts to neutralize her past, memories 

and beliefs of her autochthonous culture cannot be contained by struggles of social 

and cultural adaptation, and these differences will always emerge from behind the 

mask of mimicry (O’Connor 2016: 144).  
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“A verse from Quran came to mind […] The Arabic words her 

companions since childhood, passed on to her within her grandmother’s 

embrace when no one thought she was yet old enough to learn them […] 

her grandmother rocking her to sleep, whispering these verses to protect 

her” (Shamsie 2017: 43).  

The Quran fulfils the role of comforter at times of disquiet and distress. 

Furthermore, it represents Islam for Isma, and its presence in an alien surrounding 

brings her peace of mind and restores her sense of her true self in her mimicry, 

providing her with “occasional retreats into the ethnic “comfort zone” (O’Connor 

2016: 145). 

Isma’s young sister Aneeka is another female character of the novel. She is a 

nineteen-year-old “woman-child, an immature-mature […] with her law-student 

brain, who knew everything about her rights and nothing about the fragility of her 

place in the world” (Shamsie 2017: 6). 

Aneeka is sensitive to the construction of her identity. On the one hand, Aneeka 

like her elder sister is driven by a belief in and respect for the power of education 

as a way to prosper and climb social ladders, as she knows she should be able to 

protect herself and earn a decent living. On the other hand, as a Pakistani Muslim 

woman she is a bearer of culture that defines her identity, including language, 

religion and dress.  

Many representatives of second-generation diasporas show a tendency to affiliate 

with their ethnic heritage and culture. For Aneeka it is her religious beliefs. She 

prays regularly, does not drink alcohol or eat pork, and fasts during Ramzan. 

Shamsie shows that it is often Islamophobic uprising against which Muslim people 

start to strongly identify themselves with their religion. Stuart Hall defined this as a 

“strategic retreat to more defensive identities amongst the minority communities 

themselves in response to the experience of cultural racism and exclusion” (Hall 

1992).  
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In Aneeka’s character, Shamsie portrays with sensitivity the concerns of a young 

British Asian woman in search of identity. Although her self-identification with 

religion is strong, it is her gender that mediates some of the relationships between 

religion and ethnicity. It becomes visible through Aneeka’s non-verbal behavior, 

display of artifacts, such as religious icons, clothing choices, such as the tradition 

of wearing a hijab.  Aneeka’s aunt Naseem says: “In my days either you were the 

kind of girl who covered your head or you were the kind who wore make-up. Now 

everyone is everything at the same time” (Shamsie 2017: 64) which only proves 

the hybridity of Aneeka’s identity, which she negotiates in order to integrate 

successfully into a social group of white British youth.  

When she starts to have romantic feelings towards Eamonn Lone, her religious 

beliefs and gender intersect. “She unpinned the hijab, folded it carefully and placed 

it between the two of them on the kitchen counter” (Shamsie 2017: 68). The 

symbolic change of clothing brings about a momentous shift in Aneeka’s identity. 

In the moment of closeness with a man, she takes off her hijab, folds it carefully 

and places it between them, which is a shift from her religious beliefs towards her 

femininity. On the one hand, she uncovers her head, as if demonstrating that she is 

ready for premarital sexual intercourse. On the other hand, the author emphasizes 

that religion constructs an important part of her personality, even though she is not 

an orthodox and has her own relationship with her religion (“Prayer isn’t about 

transaction. It’s about starting the day right” (Shamsie 2017: 70)). To write about 

this and to show the role of women under Islam is, of course, provocative but this 

provocation is honest and necessary to discuss the present status of Muslim women 

in general.  

The reason is that being a Muslim woman causes certain repercussions. Gail Lewis 

claims that in the European context a non-European woman (non-white/non-

Western/non-Christian) imposes upon the symbolic imaginary, disrupting the 

idealized gender order of transparency and equality. The hijab is a physical symbol 

of difference that impresses upon a girl/woman a pre-given identity inscribed with 
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the gendered social relations of post-colonial discursive constructs. Thus, Europe’s 

symbolic order requires the invisibility of the immigrant woman to maintain the 

tension between tolerance and visibility of the ‘other’ (Lewis 2006: 95). 

Wearing a hijab is the most superficial yet most visible marker of difference 

between white British and Muslim girls and women, and it is one that many second 

generation British Pakistani are sensitive to when living in a white-dominated UK, 

especially in the light of terrorist attacks and following Muslim paranoid attitudes.  

“Does anyone give you a hard time because of the hijab?”  

“If you’re nineteen and female you’ll get some version of a hard time for 

whatever you wear. Mostly it’s kind of thing that’s easy to shrug off. 

Sometimes things happen that make people more hostile. Terrorist attacks 

involving European victims. Home Secretaries talking about people 

setting themselves apart in the way they dress” (Shamsie 2017: 90)  

Aneeka represents an alternative model of identity inscribed within the sign of 

hybridity, the one that is “never singular but multiply constructed across often 

intersecting and antagonistic, discourses, practices and positions” (Hall). At this 

stage of cultural identity development, the protagonist demonstrates ambivalence, 

in which identity of adoptive culture is close to her at one level, and her ethnic 

identity looms reluctantly (forcedly) at another level. Aneeka may not recognize all 

the vulnerability of her status in Western society; however, she is aware of 

potential consequences of saying the wrong thing to the wrong person or 

“Googling While Muslim” (Shamsie 2017: 65). At the same time, she believes in 

the potential of learning and gaining knowledge that can offer self-empowerment 

and career prospects in Britain. When telling her brother that he’s been stopped 

and searched by police only twice, and “it was no big deal either time” (Shamsie 

2017: 132), she reckons that he should stop whining about it and finally grow up. 

There is perhaps a suggestion that a migrant should get an education since it can 

open up new opportunities and eventually bring about equality and acceptance in 

the society of the adoptive country. 
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The intersection of gender and ethnic causes many problems that cannot remain 

unnoticed, primarily in the works of female writers with mixed ethnic and cultural 

origin (Anzaldúa 1999). Such authors question the notions of homeland, cultural 

identity, gender roles, religious faith, and norms of sexual life. Gender identity in 

such a context is perceived as a symbol of the evolving, as a sign of strength and 

new opportunities, signaling the existence of semantically productive spaces 

between different cultural practices and attitudes. Furthermore, Kamila Shamsie 

stands in line with other female British Muslim writers like Monica Ali, Kia 

Abdullah, Zadie Smith, Tahmima Anam, Fadia Faquir or Leila Abdouleila, who try 

to “tear down traditional religious concepts which still consider the female to being 

inferior to the male” (Dickert 2015: 2). These writers intend to show that their 

female characters are “frontrunners in this attempt simply because they start to 

change things in order to lead an independent life” (Dickert 2015: 2).  

In general, Muslim women, like Christian, are culturally predisposed to accept 

submissive roles as the passive, protected segment of society in order for men to 

identify successfully with masculinity. However, the characters find themselves in 

modern British society with high levels of nominal gender equality, so identities 

not only become hybrid, but change in gender relations in particular.  

2.3. Culture and ethnicity: negotiating hybrid identity through assimilation 

Home Fire demonstrates various representatives of a foreign (Pakistani) diaspora 

living in the British capital, the unstable multicultural ‘melting pot’, which creates 

a new world in the minds of every migrant. Kamila Shamsie, a writer who has 

absorbed the codes of several cultures, tries to underline new cultural presences in 

modern Britain’s sociocultural space, viewed as a sign of the globalization: 

multicultural nature of the metropolis, its internationalization and 

cosmopolitanization. While some characters in the process of negotiating her 

hybrid identity refer to mimicry, other Home Fire characters choose assimilation at 

any cost. 
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Karamat Lone is a head of Lone family and a prominent British politician who 

articulates his identity in a way to fully integrate into British upper class and enter 

the political establishment. A son of first-generation migrants, Karamat believes 

that “citizenship is a privilege not a right or birthright” (Shamsie 2017). Return to 

Pakistan has never been a question for him as the image of the abandoned 

homeland is reproduced as problematic and deprived.  

“[…] child of migrants who understands how much his parents gave up – 

family, context, language, familiarity – because the nation to which they 

first belonged had proven itself inadequate to the task of allowing them to 

live with dignity” (Shamsie 2017: 215). 

Homi Bhabha considers mimicry in postcolonial literature as a phenomenon when 

members of a colonized society (for example, Indians or Africans) imitate 

language, clothing, political views, and attitudes towards the culture of their 

colonizers (for example, British or French) (Bhabha 1984). Under colonialism and 

in terms of immigration, mimicry is considered an opportunistic type of behavior: a 

person imitates influential people because he himself hopes to become one 

Karamat Lone’s cultural identity largely determines his social identity associated 

with the position of politics. He feels vested with special powers, besides, new 

opportunities opened up before him. In his case it is not just mimicry, but complete 

assimilation in his adoptive country. 

Karamat Lone does not identify himself with Pakistani and consciously alienates 

from his culture of origin and struggles with his own Muslim background in 

furthering his ambitions of becoming a new Home Secretary. In his intent on 

asserting his identity against an exclusionary British state, Karamat shows political 

and social conservatism. His lifestyle and thinking are oriented towards the British 

values (material prosperity, employment, educational opportunities, etc.), and he 

intends to become as much like his new compatriots as possible.  
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“There is nothing this country won’t allow you to achieve – Olympic 

medals, captaincy of the cricket team, pop stardom, reality TV crowns. 

And if none of that works out, you can settle for being Home Secretary” 

(Shamsie 2017: 87-88). 

The transitional character of hybridizing cultural identity of Karamat is 

emphasized by his ideas about the opportunities of a multicultural metropolis, the 

‘melting pot’ where he finds himself with his family and in which the character 

feels like dissolving, completely assimilated. 

Hybridization of identity in Home Fire as a result of assimilation is not restricted 

to the parental or elder generation. Shamsie extends it to the young generation in 

the figure of Eamonn, the son of Karamat Lone.  

Eamonn is distinguished from the other representatives of the second generation in 

the novel by his family’s social status, upbringing and education. Muslim migrants 

of second generation, as well as children born in mixed families, do not entirely 

separate themselves from native English people who live with them side by side, 

but still feel a certain ethnic alienation to the land on which they were born.  

Eamonn’s way of behaviour, white English friends and Cockney accent are 

outward signs of his complete integration into the metropolitan culture. He 

experiences all that London has to offer, while simultaneously remaining 

disconnected from his Pakistani identity and cultural heritage.  

The alternative to ‘assimilation at all cost’ model is a new kind of Britishness 

inscribed within the sign of hybridity (O’Connor 2016: 148). Due to his father’s 

aspiration for Westernisation and Britishness, cultural influence on the life of 

Eamonn was overwhelmingly “white English”, and other identifications at odds 

with his “ethnic identifications” (Ali 2003: 9). The hybrid character of Eamonn’s 

cultural identity is emphasized by ‘melting pot’ of a multicultural metropolis in 

which the character is tempted to dissolve. Therefore, when he comes to the aunt 

of Aneeka’s home, Eamonn understands that throughout his life he has been 
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absolutely disengaged from the Pakistani Muslim community and makes an 

attempt to perceive those cultural and ethnic roots he never knew. Everything he 

sees represents for him some romanticised imagery about Pakistani culture  

“the Arabic calligraphy on the wall, the carpeted stairs, the plastic flowers 

in a vase, the scent of spices in the kitchen despite there being nothing on 

the stove” (Shamsie 2017: 61).   

Migrant identity is realized on a moving boundary, on which two sets of uncertain 

variables converge. Mimicry is a sign of a double articulation, a conscious 

manifestation of mimesis, which, in order to be successful, must constantly 

continue, thus embodying the process of denial, disavowing of certain intersections 

of migrant’s identity (Bhabha, 1994).  

However, Eamonn, a second-generation young Pakistani has no link with his 

‘homeland’ and has utterly superficial knowledge of his origins, when cultural 

identity is constructed and maintained through the process of sharing traditions, 

language, norms and customs. The scene in aunt’s house reveals how the 

difference between the first and second generation immigrants shows how 

assimilation and different extent of identity hybridization can act as an alienating 

force between generations. When Aunt Naseem starts to fry ‘samosas’, Eamonn 

sees her “as though determined to inhabit a stereotype” (Shamsie 2017: 62) and 

assumes that all this affection and generosity of her welcome was just the famed 

Pakistani hospitality” (Shamsie 2017: 63). Not earlier than Eamonn begins his 

romantic relationship with Aneeka, he gets torn between Western culture he has 

been used to since childhood and Pakistani Islamic culture he gets to know in 

adulthood. 

2.4. Religion and gender: cultural hybridity and the ‘third space’ 

The discrepancy in hybridization of identity in Home Fire arises not just between 

generations but more between how characters negotiate their identities with the 
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society, religion and their families’ heritage. Evidence of such difference is 

represented in the portrayal of Aneeka’s twin brother Parvaiz. 

Home Fire demonstrates how an attempt to live between two cultures can itself be 

marginalizing and may ultimately lead to a sense of disconnection from both 

cultures. The concept of ‘I’ is based on narrative identity, not on its formal 

“immutability” (Venn 1999: 270). That is, the ‘I’ realizes itself only indirectly, 

through various cultural experiences of all kinds and narratives of everyday life. 

In comparison to his sisters Aneeka and Isma, Parvaiz Pasha is infantile and naive. 

He does not study and works at a greengrocer’s. Owing to his young age, lack of 

education and social disengagement, he feels superiority and dominance of his 

sisters.  

 “Who am I? Parvaiz wanted to ask, but he knew the answer already. He 

was Aneeka’s brother. When older boys, the kind you would die to be 

friends with, paid attention to him, it was always because he was Aneeka’s 

brother” (Shamsie 2017: 124). 

The novel depicts the marginalized position of the second-generation migrant in 

terms of Bhabha’s conception of the ‘third space’. This is an ‘in-between’ space 

that “carries the burden of the meaning of culture”. This also resonates with Stuart 

Hall’s work, which draws on his experiences of childhood conflicts with cultural 

hybridity.  

Parvaiz sees incompatibility between his family and cultural heritage and 

multicultural reality. In multicultural literary texts, this incompatibility is 

associated with the identity crisis as a result of the feeling of postcolonial 

oppression. In the context of the contradiction between the person’s personality 

and the specifics of their spatial location, an identity crisis arises. 

The identity of the character changes its parameters under the influence of the 

position of ‘the other’ since that ‘other’ was constructed within the framework of 
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colonial prejudiced discourse. However, everything is underlined by the fact that a 

sufficiently large part of identity is organically linked with the nature of the 

narrative of everyday life. 

Parvaiz experiences a crisis of identity. Visual gender identifications with parents 

play an important part in the development of children’ self-identification within a 

family, but he is brought up by women of his family, who have to embrace both 

gender roles. There is no identity model of a Muslim father to refer to, so Parvaiz 

continually questions his ethnic absences and gender roles.  

He had always watched boys and their fathers with an avidity composed 

primarily of hunger. Whenever any of those fathers had made a certain 

kind of gesture towards him – a hand placed on the back of his neck, the 

word “son, an invitation to a football match – he’d retreat, both ashamed 

and afraid in a jumbled way that only  grew more so as the years passed 

and the world of girls and boys grew more separate, so there were times 

he was not a twin to a twin but rather the only male in a house that knew 

all the secrets that women shared with one another but none that fathers 

taught their sons (Shamsie 2017: 126-127).  

It is possible to observe that the circumstances change the way a young Pakistani 

perceives himself. Parvaiz becomes the owner of a hybrid identity. His failure to 

assimilate into British society or become a ‘mimic man’, as well as the inability to 

return to primordial identity, become signs of hybridization of Parvaiz’s identity.  

“For diasporans, a hypersensitivity to their self-identification can occur when they 

are isolated from their ethnic group in a white-dominated society” (O’Connor 

2016: 144). The portrayal of Shamsie’s Parvaiz demonstrates how the anxieties 

that arise from being confronted by two opposing worlds lead to a radicalizing of 

thought: Farooq, a recruiter, brainwashes him into joining ISIS in Syria, first 

appealing to his ethnic and cultural identity.  
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Intensification of terrorist organizations activities in the territory of developed 

countries only confirmed the separation of ‘global’ from ‘national’ which made 

people redefine themselves in the system of belonging to a particular race, 

language and culture.  

The novel shows that Islamic recruiters are masterful manipulators. They 

deliberately target youngsters on the whole question of identity, playing on their 

individual’s weaknesses (orphanage, social or personal insecurity, racism, the 

crisis of national identity, etc.). By doing this, they sow doubt in their minds, and it 

becomes easier to split their loyalties either to the family or the state where they 

find themselves8. “They only gave you a scholarship because you tick their 

“inclusive” and “diverse” boxes” (Shamsie 2017: 132), Parvaiz says to Aneeka as 

he doesn’t believe in the possibility of integration into British society on equal 

terms with others. 

ISIS recruiter Farooq succeeds in playing on Parvaiz’s son feelings, proposing a 

parental role-model – a “superhero father every son wishes he had”.  

“Parvaiz would listen to those stories of his father for which he’d always 

yearned – not a footloose boy or feckless husband, but a man of courage 

who fought injustice, saw beyond the lie of national boundaries, kept his 

comrades’ spirits up through times of darkness” (Shamsie 2017: 128). 

Farooq helps him to overcome personal insecurities and instills in him a new sense 

of direction by providing a means of identification and an alternative value system. 

He also proposes him an image of the Caliphate as a dreamland full of nostalgic 

yearnings and manifestations of masculinity: “a land of order and beauty and life 

and youth; a Kalashnikov resting on one shoulder, a brother’s arm around the 

other” (Shamsie 2017: 147).  

                                                 
8 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/06/isis-recruiters-foiled-youg-muslims-british-identity-football 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/06/isis-recruiters-foiled-youg-muslims-british-identity-football
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“A place where migrants coming in to join are treated like kings, given 

more in benefits than the locals to acknowledge all they’ve given up to 

reach there. A place where skin colour doesn’t matter. Where school and 

hospitals are free, and rich and poor have the same facilities. Where men 

are men. Where no one has to enter haram gambling shops to earn a 

living, but can provide for his family with dignity. Where someone like 

you would find himself working in a state-of-the-art studio, living like a 

prince. Your own villa, your own car. Where you could speak openly 

about your father, with pride, not shame” (Shamsie 2017: 144). 

In the beginning, we see that Parvaiz’s knowledge of Islam is very superficial, and 

he shows no real spiritual commitment.  

“He was a Muslim, of course; he believed in God, and went to the 

mosque for Eid prayers, and put aside 2,5 per cent of his income for zakat 

…, but beyond that, religion had, since  early childhood, been a space 

he’d vacated rather than lived in, in the shadow of Isma’s superiority” 

(Shamsie 2017: 130). 

He is aware of Islamophobic attitudes of the society where he finds himself, so he 

demonstrates no affiliation with the religion that can only aggravate his alienation: 

“he learnt to glance quickly away from in newspapers on the Tube so no one would 

think the Muslim boy looked too interested” (Shamsie 2017: 145). 

Nevertheless, under Farooq’s influence, he is promised a heroic “homeland” and 

brotherhood he could finally belong to and learns about “an emasculated version of 

Islam” which endorses the intolerance of other beliefs and value systems and the 

demand for unconditional obedience. Parvaiz is persuaded that a man must 

embrace an identity that defines his masculinity and domination over women is an 

attribute of it.  

Radical Islam is entirely male dominated, one of its aspects being the ideological 

subordination of women.  Tradition and religion are invoked to justify patriarchal 
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authority and misogyny. Women are restricted to the roles of housewives and 

mothers. They must be obedient and subservient, accept their supposedly natural 

inferiority and humbly submit to spiritual guidance by men. 

“[…] your sisters want you in the house, doing their shopping and 

mowing the garden, so they’ve tried to keep you a boy, a child in need of 

a mother […] it’s written in the Quran, “Men are in charge of women 

because Allah has made one of them to excel the other” (Shamsie 2017: 

129-130).  

Insistence on rigidly defined conceptions of identity leads to a fracturing of 

individual identities which have long been regarded as one of the key factors that 

persuade some Muslim teenagers to accede to the utopian goals of radical 

Islamism. Recruiters pretend they try to free their targets from being caught within 

the traditionalist strictures their parents impose. What recruiters offer is a sense of 

belonging to a bigger, global cause in which the young radical is free to join the 

war wherever it may be in the world.9 

Islam is a global religion, allowing Islamists to create an identity that is intensely 

parochial and seemingly universal, linking Muslims to struggles across the world, 

from Afghanistan to Palestine, and providing the illusion of being part of a global 

movement. In an age in which traditional anti-imperialist movements have faded 

and belief in alternatives to capitalism dissolved, radical Islam provides the illusion 

of a struggle against an immoral present and for a utopian future.  

Disembedded from social norms, finding their identity within a small group, 

shaped by black-and-white ideas and values, driven by a sense that they must act 

on behalf of all Muslims and in opposition to all enemies of Islam, it becomes 

easier for potential jihadis to commit acts of horror and to view such acts as part of 

an existential struggle between Islam and the West.10 

                                                 
9 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/feb/20/push-pull-lure-western-women-isis 
10 https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/mar/01/what-draws-jihadis-to-isis-identity-alienation 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/feb/20/push-pull-lure-western-women-isis
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/mar/01/what-draws-jihadis-to-isis-identity-alienation
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Parvaiz is offered to be “his father’s son” and an agent of change instead of a 

passive Muslim victim of socio-historical processes failing to integrate into foreign 

environment. “So, the question for you is this: will you protect the new revolution? 

Will you do the work your father would have done if he’d lived?” (Shamsie 2017: 

147). 

In response to the rejection of the adoptive culture and the failure of assimilation, 

immigrants represented by developing countries (in this case Pakistan) turn to their 

origins, cultural identity,  religion, and, in some cases, fundamentalism. 

Fundamentalism is a term widely used in Britain to refer to any movement in 

support of strict adherence to the teachings of the Koran and Sharia law (Islamic 

law). 

Fundamentalism is represented as a kind of “social movement which considers life 

in the West in general as hostile” (Dickert 2015: 13) that is why Farooq is so 

devoted to his vision of Islam.  He appeals to Parvaiz hypersensitivity: the need for 

belonging and the dissatisfaction with his current state of belonging he is in. Not 

all young Muslims turn to fundamentalist ideas but radical Islam finds and reaches 

those young people who were born and raised in Britain, and at first sight seemed 

to be integrated. Yet they experience prejudice, discrimination, unemployment or 

life of second class citizens. These negative experiences allow an easy access to 

radical ideas. Under these circumstances, an individual’s hypersensitivity 

elaborates the kind of interpretations we see expressed by Parvaiz. 

Everywhere he saw evidence of rot and corruption, lies and cover-ups. 

His two sisters had allowed themselves to become part of it, too: one 

preparing to go to America, the nation that had killed their father and 

hundreds of thousands of other Muslim fathers; the other propping up the 

lie that theirs was a country where citizens had rights and courts to appeal 

(Shamsie 2017: 148). 
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After all, it is neither religion nor politics that finally leads to Parviaz’s 

radicalization of thought but a search for identity and meaning. Parvaiz decides to 

leave for Syria where he is promised a home and a brotherhood, for the 

realization of individual freedom and regaining identity. Furthermore, he goes in 

search for a sense of belonging opposite to alienation he constantly feels in his 

social context. His form of alienation from the society, and primarily his family, 

is much more existential.  

Parvaiz holds British citizenship, yet he voluntarily rejects to get higher education 

and try to find a decent job instead of working at a greengrocery shop. Therefore, 

he inevitably feels excluded not only from the social group of peers, but also from 

the essentially white-dominated sense of nationality : “[…] during the day he 

would stop in the middle of the smallest action and feel the wrongness of it all, the 

falseness of his life” (Shamsie 2017: 149). 

He will recover it much later, however, after his jihad experience and escape from 

Raqqa when “the view of the red, white and blue flag […] cheerful in all its 

colours” and “Aunty Naseem’s commemorative cake tin from the Queen’s Golden 

Jubilee” (Shamsie 2017: 179) will awake his sense of belonging, not to his 

adoptive country but the country where he grew up and where his family lives. 

Strengthening the sense of identity and belonging could have diverted Parvaiz, and 

many young diasporans like him, away from the temptations of jihad.   

After analyzing the actions of Parvaiz, it is possible to conclude that one of the 

novel characters remains within the framework of the postcolonial literary 

paradigm, which is characterized by painful searches for cultural identity, the 

inability to relate to one of the cultures and the special role of a parent figure. 

Parvaiz’s riot against all British is not so much connected with his conscious 

choice and strong foundation of his worldview, but with the fact that he is going 

through crisis of his personal and cultural identity. At the same time, the character 

outwardly demonstrates a pronounced aggressive fundamentalism and 
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ethnocentrism, but, being a representative of an ethnic minority, he demonstrates 

complete ignorance of both British culture and his own.  

Reality forces him to behave in accordance with the norms of behavior adopted 

precisely in British society. The character has to balance between the two cultures, 

without fully mastering any of them (it is important to note that he has no true 

friends among the British or among the migrants). This characterizes his cultural 

identity as marginal, hybrid and, as a result, crisis. The absence of a father’s figure 

provokes Parvaiz to search for identity and triggers his desire to understand what 

his place in the society is. However, the protagonist is unable, perhaps because of 

his age, to realize the need to recognize himself as part of the foreign environment 

in which he finds himself due to life circumstances, or at least to accept it, keeping 

his identity. 

Observing recent migration and diasporic experiences in Europe from an Islamic 

point of view is of importance since Islam not only seems to be a cultural and 

religious threat to the West but finally has found a literary expression in novels 

which bring along a new and different insight into Muslim perspective in the West. 

Kamila Shamsie and many other contemporary Muslim writers obviously make 

attempts to challenge the ideological construction and stereotypes that worsen the 

negative status quo of Muslims in the West. Their works of literature stand up 

against Islamophobic stereotypes that associate Muslims with the practice of hijab, 

religious fundamentalism, terrorism or Jihad. While in Western societies Islam and 

Muslim culture are often perceived through the lens of politics, they are mostly 

considered as problems that have to be solved. That is why modern multicultural 

writing offers a valid counterpoint to this common practice and provides an 

alternative that challenges these stereotyped views.  

The novel Home Fire by Kamila Shamsie offers remarkable insights into identity 

formation of British Pakistani. Furthermore, this narrative delineates many 

different ways in which identity intersections, such as ethnicity, class, culture, 
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gender and religion, are linked to the emergence of new, hybrid identity of second-

generation representatives of migrant community. 

The process of cultural identification appears as certain strategies, each of which is 

not self-sufficient for an established identity, but the complete passage through this 

process leaves room for further cultural choice and development for the subject to 

deepen its comfortable presence in the space of a particular culture. 

Appeal to the procedural side of the identity formation determined the 

consideration of possible means of its acquisition. Significant was the selection of 

the basic mechanisms of inclusion in the cultural models, such as mimicry and 

assimilation by means of socio-cultural institutions and mechanisms or socio-

cultural patterns. 

In Kamila Shamsie’s novel hybridity of characters’ cultural identity is based on the 

fact that the opposition between Pakistani and British identity is overlapped with 

religious beliefs, cultural and ethnic self-identification, social status and family 

relationships that determine the extent to which families of Pakistani immigrants 

integrate in Great Britain and difficulties they face on the way.  Such literary 

examples pose an important question of whether people should be put into 

categories according to their inherited traditions, particularly the inherited religion, 

of the community in which they happen to be born, taking that unchosen identity to 

have automatic priority over other affiliations (e.g. class, language, profession, 

politics, social involvements) or understood as persons with many affiliations and 

associations the priorities over which they must themselves choose. 
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CONCLUSION 

The analysis of modern British literature through the prism of a multicultural 

context provides an opportunity for a rather new, more dialectic view of 

heterogeneous representation of cultural identity.  

Dominant cultures have representational dominance over colonized through the 

development of specific forms of knowledge about it. Their problem is their 

narrative strands and content that is determined by the discursive superiority of the 

West over the East. For this reason no less important for the issue of cultural 

identity under study is the phenomenon of the transformation of postcolonial 

literary texts, as they give more evidence of mutual influence of the supposedly 

dominant culture and migrant communities. 

However, the multicultural worldview and the corresponding artistic language, the 

specificity of the genre nature of the works of migrant writers is becoming one of 

the important forms of knowledge that emerge on the margins of the dominant 

culture, which can be used to rethink the complex and multiple multicultural 

realities that make up the ethnocultural difference that underlies people's 

experience, it is often considered impossible to determine one’s identity through 

cultural and political codes characterizing the dominant culture. The emergence of 

a hybrid type of identity as a new phenomenon in the sociocultural reality of 

modern Britain is embodied in the images of the characters of a contemporary 

novel. Depiction of hybrid identities in British multicultural literature offers a 

unique insight into the lived migrant experiences in a modern postcolonial context.  

The analysis of the novel Home Fire by Kamila Shamsie through the prism of a 

multicultural context primarily only emphasizes the multidimensional nature of 

cultural identity, confirming the stated hypothesis that it is in a constant process of 

production, construction by the subject himself. Moreover, it allowed us to 

formulate the main assumptions to which we came as a result of studying the 
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phenomenon of hybrid cultural identity on the example of the work of 

contemporary British literature. 

Hybrid cultural identity is formed as a result of the intersection of cultures of the 

migrant and the host country under the influence of factors such as ethnic origin, 

religion, family relations, distribution of gender roles, socio-economic status and 

behavior patterns in society. 

The process of mimicry and, as a result, identity hybridization, is presented as a 

way of countering homogenizing ideologies, which depends on the ability of 

representatives of immigrant communities to engage in reflexive self-critical 

distancing from the context of their culture and, therefore, recognize the 

significance of the dominant culture. 

The hybrid nature of cultural identity may be the result of partial cultural 

assimilation, carried out through the denial / suppression of elements of the 

ethnocultural heritage. 

The inability of full-fledged self-identification of migrants in society, including 

through a hybrid form of identity, can become a catalyst for such social problems 

as intolerance, xenophobia, religious fundamentalism and radical extremism. 

Eventually, Home Fire looks like a realist text in the way that it represents lives of 

the heterogeneous migrant community, eliciting intergenerational conflicts and 

clashes between cultural heritage, family and faith. Kamila Shamsie provides an 

accurate expression of life in British diasporic setting and can be well subsumed 

under a theory of ‘hybridization’ as the expression of identity in the modern world. 

Using the representation of her characters Shamsie manages to discuss matters like 

prejudice, xenophobia, and discrimination, address an issue of traditional gender 

roles, and, in general, bring migrant perspective closer to a Western reader. 

Like many postcolonial and multicultural writers, Kamila Shamsie explores the 

‘in-between’ space and celebrates the mixture of cultures as a vibrant aspect of life 
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and society, although, preserving certain conservative features of her characters. In 

the author’s fictional universe, cultural identity is represented as a general human 

experience that transcends the specific variables of geographical contexts, history 

and culture. In conclusion, it can be stated that cultural hybridity is inevitable in 

the context of globalization and cultural interaction, especially in a multicultural 

context, and only a policy of mutual respect for other nations can establish and 

maintain a dialogue of cultures. 
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